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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The commercial apple and peach orcharding industry
in the United States has undergone a series of enormous
changes throughout its history.

Many of these changes per

sist to the present day and, indeed, are likely to alter
the future character of the industry.

The early history of

the orcharding industry may be thought of as a period of
•trial and error. "

It was during this period that the

elementary production technology was acquired and a geo
graphic pattern of production began to emerge.
The industry did not remain static for long,
ever.

how

Indeed, it is the author's hypothesis that this

period of stability was apparent rather than real and that
the industry has always been, is now, and will continue to
be in a constant state of flux.

The only significant dif

ference between the earlier period of apparent stability
and the current period of drastic upheaval is the rate of
change within the industry.

Technological innovations have

1

2

continually precluded any chance for a gradual and orderly
evolution of the industry from past to present.
Whereas the literature is replete with works
treating the subject of change within the commercial or
charding industry on a national scale,

little has been

written about the changes as witnessed from a regional or
local viewpoint.

Therefore, the purpose of this study is

to ascertain and analyze the causes and impact of changes
within the commercial orcharding industry from the regional
perspective of an area in southwestern Indiana.
This study is an attempt to find the answers to
questions such as the following.

Does a discernible pattern

emerge which can explain the success or failure of orchards
within the study region?

If such an observable pattern

exists, what are the factors responsible for this pattern?
What role do locational factors have in the success or
failure of orchards within the study region?

Are these

factors primarily locational, and thus geographic in nature,
or are they based on purely economic,
erations?

i . e. market,

consid

Is there evidence of orchard success or failure

which does not appear to be attributablle to either geographic
or economic factors?

That is to say,

are there other forces

operative in the orcharding industry which influence the

3

orchardist•s chances of success?

Finally,

what does the

future portend for the orcharding industry within the study
region?
The region selected as the basis for this study is
the Lower Wabash Valley of Indiana.

(See Map 1 and Map 2 . )

This is a widely accepted, though somewhat ill-defined,
region of southwestern Indiana.

For purposes of this study,

the Lower Wabash Valley is defined as those counties contiguous to the Wabash River from Vigo County on the north
to Posey County at the junction of the Wabash and Ohio Rivers
on the south, and the tier of counties immediately adjacent
to the east of these counties. 1
The region was selected for study on the basis of
a variety of factors.

Chief among these factors are the

long history of commercial orcharding in this portion of
the state and the fact that the region remains perhaps the
most significant orcharding area in the state.

It may be

noted that the region is reasonably compact and separated
on all borders, except the northeast, from any other significant orcharding area of the state.

(See Map 3 . )

l with the exception of Pike county which is adjacent
to the east of Gibson County.
Pike County has been omitted
because of the absence of commercial orcharding in the county.

4

The region, as thus delimited, has a latitudinal
range of approximately 128 miles and an average longitudinal
width of approximately 35 miles.

The region contains an

area of approximately 4,500 square miles.
sists of nine counties.

The region con

1

The methodology employed in undertaking this study
involved a combination of extensive library research, field
observation, interviews and the use of questionnair,es.·w1�h
orchardists, as well as interviews with county cooperative
extension agents, horticulturalists, and other interested
parties.

l The use of the county as a statistical base by both
state and federal agencies necessitates the adoption of this
unit as a basis for this study.
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CHAPTER II

"FUTURE SHOCK" AS A DISRUPTIVE FACTOR

The United States conunercial orcharding industry,
including that of the Lower Wabash Valley,

has been char-

acterized by widespread instability throughout its recent
history.

The author believes that a major reason for this

instability is the fact that orcharding is particularly
vulnerable to disruption brought on by vast and rapid
technological change.

Many orchardists in the Lower Wabash

valley have left the industry in recent years.

For example,

in the study area, the number of farms with land in orchards
declined by 55 . 2 per cent between 1964 and 1969.

l

Many of

the orchardists who remain in operation are extremely un certain of their future and seem lost and bewildered by
the

many

changes which have affected their livelihood.

1
John R. Gordon, Indiana Agriculture:
A Census Com
Cooperative
parison
1964 and 1969 (Lafayette, Indiana:
Extension Service, Purdue University, 1971), pp. 7 2 -73 .
This figure is comparable to the statewide decline in the
same period which was 53 . 3 per cent.
--

9

Many of these orchardists are victims of the phenomenon
which Alvin Toffler has labeled •future shock. 11 1
"Future shock " refers to the condition in which
change, based primarily on technology, occurs faster than
man 's

ability to absorb these changes and adapt to them.

The fact that change is occurring at an ever accelerating
pace can be documented in countless ways.

A review of the

history of progress in transportation reveals not a steady
rate of increase in speed, but rather a series of quantum
leaps in speed occurring at ever shorter intervals.

The

rate of increase of urban population is another example.
The current rate of 6.5 per cent

ann u al

increase would

yield a doubling of the earth's urban population in eleven
years!

2

The rate of power consumption is such that it has
/

become a cliche to use expressions such as one-half of all
the energy consumed in the last 2, 000 years has been consumed in the past 100 years.

Again, the rate of increase of

power consumption is itself increasing at an even faster rate.
A similar situation exists in the area of the total output
1
A lvin Toffler, Future Shock (New York:
House, 1970).

Random

2According to Egbert de Vries and J. T. Thijsse
of the Institute of Social Studies in The Hague, figures
quoted by Toffler, ibid. , p. 23.

10

of goods and services in the advanced societies of the world.
Not only is this figure increasing,

but the doubling times

•

are shrinking.
present time.

The doubling time is fifteen years at the
The rate of isolation of new chemical elements

is still another example.

A period of 200 years elapsed

after the isolation of the eleventh known element, arsenic,
and the twelfth, antimony.

Since 1900, the isolation of

new elements has occurred at the rate of one new element
every three years.

Finally, mankind's storehouse of useful

knowledge has exhibited the same geometric increase in its
growth rate.

Although each new publication may or may not

represent a genuine increase in
some correlation is certain.

man 's

useful knowledge,

The United States Government

alone currently publishes over 300,000 reports each year,
plus 450, 000 articles, books and papers,

and evidence in

dicates this rate is also rising sharply. 1
The purpose in citing the above examples is merely
to illustrate the concept of increasing rates of change,
technological change in particular.

The projection of such

growth rates into the future is an entertaining, if dubious,
exercise.

Several of the cited examples of increasing growth

rates are not likely to continue very far into the future.
1 Ibid. , pp. 24-31.

11
Every geometric progression has its own logical limitations,
such as the Malthusian limitations of famine, disease and
war on open-ended population growth.
needs, economic pressures, and,

Human desires and

ultimately, physics will

all influence the future of change.

However, the increased

rate of change exists in these and other areas today, and
it is the current rate of change which must be considered
in understanding what has happened to the commercial or
charding industry in the Lower Wabash Valley.
An understanding of the causative reasons behind
the increased rate of change in our society will prove
helpful in analyzing the sometimes disruptive influence
which rapid change can have on certain sectors of our
economy, including commercial orcharding.

As previously

stated, the major reason for the increasing rates of change
is technological innovation.
Technological innovation involves three disti nct
phases incorporated into a closed,

self-generating system.

First, there is the creation of the idea or invention it
self.

The second phase is the utilization of the idea,

principle or invention in a practical application.

The

third phase is the acceptance or diffusion of the idea
through society.

In the case of orcharding,

an example

12

would be the development, in a laboratory, of a new chemical
compound (first phase); the use of the new agent for two
or three years in a test plot for fruit thinning (second
phase); and advertising the new product in horticultural
magazines until the product gains wide acceptance in the
industry (third phase).

As Toffler states,

"The process

is completed, the loop closed, when the diffusion of
technology embodying the new idea,

in turn, helps generate

There is evidence now that the time

new creative ideas.

1
between each of the steps in this cycle has been shortened."
The net result of this closed, self-generating
system is that technology, in effect,

feeds upon itself.

Th� diffusion of ideas through society stimulates the
demand for, and feasibility of, still newer ideas.
Toffler's observation that the time lag between each of
the three phases is being shortened is readily apparent.
For example, the first English patent for a typewriter, in
1714, was granted 150 years before typewriters became com
mercially available.
Bell Laboratories,

2

notes the narrowing gap between inven

tion and application:
1

William o. Baker, Vice President of

Ibid. , p. 27.

2
Ibid. , p. 28.

65 years for the electric motor to

13

be applied, 33 years for the vacuwn tube and 18 years for
the X-ray tube, 10 years for the nuclear reactor,
for radar,

5 years

and only 3 years for the transistor and the

solar battery.

1

The same situation exists in application

of new developments in the field of commercial orcharding.
The large research-and-development industry is continuing
to reduce this lag between the first and second phases.
Likewise, improved technology obviously increases the speed
between the second, or practical application, phase and
the third phase, which is the diffusion of the idea through
The growth of communications, including the afore

society.

mentioned printed word has greatly facilitated the process
of cultural diffusion.

The transistor radio carried by

the nomadic herdsman on the remote plains of Africa will
serve as one example.

The diffusion of new ideas in com

mercial orcharding takes place by means of trade journals,
horticultural society meetings, visits by state horticultural
agents, and by extensive advertising, such as catalogues,
new product bulletins, etc.
This rapid diffusion of new ideas and technological
advances throughout the orcharding regions of the United
States has made the industry infinitely more competitive
1

Ibid., p. 29.

14

than it has ever been in the past.

For example, improvements

in transportation and storage techniques have drastically
altered existing marketing patterns.

1

The wider marketing capabilities have, in turn,
strengthened consumer resistance to accepting produce which
is in anyway inferior or overly high priced.

If the or-

chardist is to successfully compete, he must continually
revise his thinking in order to keep abreast of new developments in the industry.

If he is unable or unwilling to

do so, he no longer has the "safe" local markets to depend
upon.

Thus, the orchardist finds himself in a growing

squeeze to maintain high quality and competitive prices.
The part-time orchardists are simply unable to
remain in business.
stantiate this fact.

The Census of Agriculture data sub
2

Even the full-time orchardist with

1

rn a visit to supermarkets in the Vincennes, Indiana,
area, the author has seen peaches £rom the Southeastern u. s.
and California displayed in the same produce section as locally
grown peaches. The greater storage capability of apples makes
them even more competitive.
2 1t is not possible to infer the average size of the
orchard farms taken out of operation from year to year with
any precision. This is because of the consolidation and ex
pansion or contraction of orchards which remain in operation.
The figures would indicate that the average size of orchards
which ceased operation between 1964 and 1969 as quite small,
certainly less than 10 acres and probably considerably smaller.
Interviews in the study region tend to confirm the average
at 5 acres or less.
Gordon, loc. cit.

15

a moderately sized operation is hard pressed.

He may stay

informed of all the latest developments in the industry
and yet not be able to avail himself of the new technology
because of its prohibitive cost.

The "economies of scale"

have become as important in the orcharding industry as they
have elsewhere in the economy.
The aforementioned economic forces and technological
advances are certainly not unique to the commercial orchard
ing industry.

The same situation exists in all of agriculture

as well as in many of the non-agricultural areas of the
economy.

However, the author believes that the orchardist

is in a particularly vulnerable position vis-a -vis these
competitive forces.

Supporting evidence of this contention

will be presented in the ensuing chapters.

CHAPTER III

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY REGION
AS A COMMERCIAL ORCHARDJ:NG REGION

Commercial orcharding

1

in the Lower Wabash Valley

is an example of an industry which is of regional signif icance only.

If apple and peach production figures from

the region are compared with those of the maj or United
States producing areas, the localized nature of the
region's significance becomes readily apparent.
For example, the entire state of Indiana's annual
apple production is only 6. 6 per cent as large as the
annual production of the state of Washington.
the midwest,

Even in

Indiana's apple production is only 11.7 per

cent of the total for Michigan.

Illinois and Ohio are

the two other midwestern states which annually produce
more apples than Indiana.·

2

l
A "conunercial orchard " is here defined as an orchard containing 100 or more apple or peach trees.
2The figures in this paragraph are derived from
Horace M. Mayes, Sidney Wo Lebahn, and Charles A. Hudson,
16

17
The national significance 0£ Indiana in peach
production is even less than its significance in apple
production.

California, which annually produces slightly

over one-half of the United States total production, has
a recent average annual production which is approximately
200 times that 0£ Indiana's.

South Carolina's average

annual production is 35 times, and Georgia's over 20
times,

as great as Indiana's.

In

the midwest, Michigan

is by far a greater producer than Indiana,

annually pro-

ducing approximately 12 times the number of peaches pro
duced in Indiana.
Thus,

1

Indiana must be considered insignificant

as an apple and peach producer on the national scale.
Actually,

Indiana's share of national production of apples

and peaches has not always been of so little significance
to the nation.

However, the industry has shown a steady

decline for.·:over. one hundred years.
Figure 2. )

(See Figure 1 and

The decline in Indiana orcharding has been

absolute as well as relative to national production.

(See

Fruits and Tree Nuts--Bloom, Harvesting, and Marketing Dates,
and Principal Producing Counties by States, u. s. Department
of Agriculture Handbook No. 186 (Washington:
u. s. Govern
ment Printing Office, 1968) , pp. 4-15.
1

Ibid., pp. 60-730
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FIGURE l
INDIANA

APPLE TREES AS PERCENTAGE OF

TOTAL U. S. APPLE TREES,

1859-1969*
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Source:

censuses of Agriculture,
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FIGURE 2

INDIANA PEACH TREES AS PERCENTAGE OF
TOTAL U. S. PEACH TREES,

1859-1969*
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*Figures through 1899 are based on "Value of Orchard Products,
Individual orchard crops were not enumerated until
in Dollars."
the census of 1910.

Source:

censuses of Agriculture,

1860-1970.
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Figure 3.)

The nwnber of both peach and apple trees in

Indiana has declined even more sharply than the state's
share of national production of these fruits.

The drastic

decline in the number of trees, however, is largely offset by higher yields per tree.

This situation of drasti-

cally reduced tree numbers and reduced orchard acreage,
concurrent with steady or very slowly declining total production, is a national characteristic of the industry.
Average yield per tree has been increasing for

many

years

and has recently increased sharply because of factors to
1
be discussed in the subsequent chapters.
In spite of the declining significance of Indiana
as an orcharding state, there still are approximately 300
commercial orchardists in the state.

2

In the Lower Wabash

1
Accurate assessment of trends in the orcharding
industry is hampered by the incompatibility of data. There
has never existed a standard unit of measurement. The u. s.
Census of Agriculture, for example, has at various times
utilized dollar value of production, bushels, number of
trees, number of trees of bearing age only, and pounds or
tons as the enumerated unit of measurement.
Other sources
use these Wlits as well as others such as acreage. Modern
statisticians appear to have agreed on number of trees as
the most representative and useful Wlit of measurement.
This unit is particularly helpful in areas subject to wide
year-to-year fluctuations in productiono
Actually, recent
data handling methods generally incorporate a variety of
measurement� and thus the situation should not present a
problem in the future.
2

There were 232 "conunercial" orchardists in Indiana
in 1968.
u. s., Department of Agriculture, Indiana Apple

21

FIGURE 3
TRENDS IN APPLE AND PEACH TREE NUMBERS
IN INDIANA,
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4
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Valley, orcharding remains an important aspect of the
economy.
Although exact figures are not available, the
author estimates that the industry �-�.V.rc't'MtQ 11.i�lion

c#M:.�c..a.--..
wide

annu al

Employment in the industry is subject to
fluctuations, but it is safe to say that per-

manent employment in the industry nwnbers several hundred.
Employment at harvest time is considerably higher.

These

figures may not appear extremely impressive, but it should
be noted that the Lower Wabash Valley is an economically
depressed region.
labor force,

The region is characterized by a small

a history of out-migration, and yet chronically

high rates of unemployment.

Unemployment �ates in 1970

were as high as 8.6 per cent in one of the counties and
well over the national average in all but two of the
1
counties.

Green county and Sullivan county were classified

as "counties of substantial and persistent unemployment

and Peach Tree Survey--1968 (Lafayette, Indiana:
Department
of Agricultural Statistics, Purdue University, 1968), p. 9.
The u. s. Census of Agriculture--1970, which utilizes es
sentially the same criteria, lists 348. Field observation
during 1973 leads the author to doubt the accuracy·of the
census figure of 348 for the year of 1969.
1
Martin w. Heller, Indiana Regional Employment Pro
jections, 1967-1975 (Indianapolis:
Indiana Employment
Security Division, 1970) , pp. ll-16.
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designated as redevelopment areas under the Public Works
and Economic Development Act...

1

The role of the orcharding industry in the regional
economy thus acquires greater significance under these conditions than would be true of a more prosperous area.

In

any event, the orchard industry has been a part of the
region's economy for

many

years.

orcharding has a very long history in this part of
the state.
Indiana,
This

In the city of Fort Wayne, in northeastern

a monwnent stands in remembrance of John Chapman.

monwnent

is in honor of the contribution which

"Johnny Appleseed" made to Indiana horticulture in the midnineteenth century.

Around Vincennes, the French had been

planting fruit trees a hundred years before "Johnny Apple
seed" arrived in Indiana.

2

According tow. c. Latta, an

agricultural economist and historian of Indiana,
"Whenever permanent French settlements were
made, orchards were planted, which soon pro
duced an abundance of luscious fruit.
Many
varieties of seeds and fruit plants were in
troduced by the French settlers, and it is
said that nearly all kinds of both large and
small fruits were successfully grown by the
l

Ibid., p. 18.

2w. c. Latta, outline History of Indiana Agri
culture (Lafayette, Indiana:
Lafayette Printing co.,
1938).
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French settlers on the Wabash. A large part
1
of the apple crop was made into cider."
Cultivated fruits of several kinds were found
growing throughout the Lower Wabash Valley by the latter
part of the eighteenth century.

Typical is a report by

a traveler in 1778 that "all European fruits--apples,
peaches, pears, cherries, currants,

gooseberries and

melons thrive well both here (at Vincennes) and in the
country bordering on the River Ohio." 2
The author is unable to pinpoint the earliest
truly "commercial" orchards in the Lower Wabash.

The

early literature makes repeated references to apples and
peaches being grown, but makes little or no mention of
the marketing of these fruits in the very early days.
It is likely that very few, if any,

strictly commercial

orchards existed in the region prior to the Civil war.
It appears as if there was very little inducement to engage in fruit production on a large scale.

Fruit was

apparently very plentiful and very inexpensive.

The urban

markets were small and transportation of perishable fruit
to distant

markets

was very slow and difficult.

The

earliest shipment of apples from the region by railroad
1
2

Ibid. I P• 32

•

Ibid. I P• 38.
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occurred in 1865.

1

By the 1890 ' s ,

apples and canned fruit

were flatboated from river ports on the Wabash and the Ohio
Rivers to southern river towns, all the way to New Orleans.

2

Thus , orcharding had an early beginning in the
Lower Wabash Valley.

All evidence of these earlier orchards

has been obliterated by time.

The expansion of the city

of Vincennes was respon�ible for the uprooting of many of
these pioneer orchards.

The oldest continuous ly operated

family owned orchard in the study region is the S i mpson &
Sons Orchard at the northeast city limits of Vincennes .
Reference was made to this orchard in 1874:
"A short distance north, the highly ornamented
grounds of J. H. S i mpson & Bros. Donation
No. 4, are an attractive feature in the land
scape.
Their nursery, heavily stoc ked with
the hardy varieties of apples, peaches, pears,
vines and a large quantity of evergreens and
ornamental shrubbery, covers one hundred acres .
Their twenty-five acre orchard contains 1500
apple and 500 peach trees.
The sales made by
the brothers amounted to $20 , 000 in the year
1873 .
The present year (1874) their fac ilities
will enable them to increase their business to
$40 , 000 . " 3
The owners of this orchard shifted their e mphasis
from the nursery business to conunercial orcharding in
lE . T. cox, State Geologist, Fifth Annual Report of
the Geological Survey of Indiana; Made During the Year 1873
(Indianapolis:
Sentinel company, 1874) , p. 361.
2 Latta, op. c it . , p. 2 5 1 .
3cox, op. cit . , p. 3 6 2 .
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1903 .

1

Although a large portion of the original land is

now devoted to res idential housing,

the orchard i s still

owned and operated by the Simpson family.
In spite of the very early beginning of orcharding
in the Lower Wabash Valley, the pre-eminence of the region
in Indiana orcharding did not evolve until much later.
The percentage of the state's apple trees grown in the
region was only 1 1 . 3 per cent as late as 1920.

The cor-

responding figure for peach trees that year was 1 4 o 9 per
cent.

2

"Dot maps " made in 1925 show an almost uniform

dispersal in the distribution of orcharding throughout the
state at this time.

3

The even pattern of distribution in orcharding
began to break down after 1925.

4

By 1935, the Lower Wabash

Val ley had a disproportionate share of Indiana ' s apple and
peach trees;
1

16 . 4 and 28. 7 per cent respectively.

country Gentlemen Magazine, October,

5

The

1919.

2 u. s . census o f Agriculture--1920.
3

Latta, op. cit . , pp. 249 and 253 .

4
It would be interesting to detail the causes which
triggered this change in distribution at this particular
timeo
The author suspects that this phenomenon coincides
with a national shift from a largely .,subsistence " agricul
Such an
tural economy to one of conunercial specialization.
analysis is, however, beyond the scope of this study.
5u. s. census of Agriculture--1935.
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region has continued to grow in statewide importance and
now has approximately twenty-three per cent of Indiana's
apple trees and thirty-five per cent of the state's peach
trees.

1
With one exception, the Lower Wabash Valley is by

far and away Indiana's premier fruit producing region.

The

one exception is the extreme north-central portion of the
state encompassing La Porte, St. Joseph,
(See Map 3.)

and Elkhart Counties.

These counties represent the southern terminus

of the western Michigan Fruit Belt.

This northern region

gives Indiana its only share, albeit a very small share,
of a nationally significant fruit producing region.

1

u. s. census of Agriculture--1969.

FACTORS INVOLVED IN THE PRESENT
DISTRIBUTION OF ORCHARDING WITHIN THE REGION

It is no easy matter to di.scern the reasons behind
the relative success or failure of orcharding enterprises
within the Lower Wabash Valley.

The pattern of distribu

tion of conunercial orcharding which exists in the region
today is one of extreme complexity.

( See Map 4.)

A wide

array of factors have influenced the present pattern and
are likely to affect the future evolution of orcharding
within the region.

Some of these factors are involved with

the physical environment, whereas others appear to operate
almost independently of the natural setting.

Many of these

factors have been in operation since orcharding in the re
gion began; others are of relatively recent origin.

Several

of the factors which are at work are within the orchardist's
ability to cope with, modify, and utilize to his own advan
tage.

Other factors appear to be completely outside of the

orchardist•s effective range of control.
28
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A large part of the explanation for the Lower Wabash
Valley's success in commercial orcharding, relative to other
regions of the state, lies in the physical setting of the
region.

Physical envirorunental factors are also a strong

influence in the distribution of orchard.a.:·.-�- within the region
itself.

Climate
Perhaps the most obvious consideration in the physical
environment is the c limate of the region.

According to an

observer in 1874:
"Fruit growing is an important interest (in
Knox county) . Favored by a genial climate
which protects from the biting blasts of
winter, the tender fruits such as peaches,
pears, grapes and berries, mature with
superior flavor and brilliant color. Lake
like ponds, and the surrounding rivers and
swamps, further regulate and modify sudden
atmospheric changes . Almost perfect immunity
from untimely frosts and 'severe snaps' is
enj oyed on the promontory-like ridge which
passes north--south through the central parts,
especially along the belt of fluviatile sands
which cap the high bluffs of the Wabash. In
autwun the air on the highlands is burdened
1
with the fragrance of the ripening fruitage."
The climate of the Lower Wabash Valley is obviously
within the range necessary to grow apple and peach trees .
For example, the cl imate easily provides the approximately
1cox, op. cit., p. 359.
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°
1 , 0 0 0 hours below 45 F necessary for apple tree dormancy
°
and the approximately 700 hours below 45 F required by
peach trees.

1

There is sufficient moisture and sunshine.

The climate is not, however ,
in some respects

marginal

ideal .

The fact that it is

for the growing of peaches means

that c limate is a crucial factor in the location of a suecessful peach orchard within the region.
was ideal,

If the climate

it could be largely ignored as a locational

factor throughout the region.
Climate is definitely an important factor in the
location of orchards within the study region.

Unfortunately,

the detailed micro-climatological data necessary to evaluate the influence of climate on specific orchard locations
is not available.

Hence , only broad generalizations are

possible concerning this important factor.
The climate of the region is transitional between
the Humid continental, warm swmner s ubtype , and the Humid
S ubtropical, warm summer subtype.

2

There is more of a

1
C o c . Scarborough and G . w. Schneider, Fruit Growing
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, Inc . , 1960) ,
p. 67.
2
From Modified Koppen Classification:
Glenn T .
Trewartha, Elements of Physical Geography (5th ed . ; New
York:
McGraw-Hill co. , 1967) .
Actually, all but the north
ern one-fourth of the region is c l assified as Humid Subtropical,
warm, s wnmer subtype (Caf) .
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diversity of c limate within the region than would perhaps
be expected considering its latitudinal spread of only one
and one-hal f degrees.

(See Figures 4-10 . )

The Lower Wabash Valley is somewhat climatically
unique as an orchard producing region.

It shares with the

southern I llinois orchard regions the characteristic of
occupying essentially the poleward margin of peach production
unaided by hydrographic influences , while at the same time
approaching the equatorward limits of apple production un
aided by elevation influences.

1

Because of the region ' s latitudinal location,
s ignificant climatic differences do exist within the Lower
Wabash Valley in spite of its relatively small size.

A

rather sharp temperature gradient connnonly exists between
the extreme northern and southern portions of the region
during winter cold waves.

2

Hence, although "winter kil l , "

the bud and tree damage resulting from severe cold (approximately -10 °F ) is occasionally experienced throughout the
1
Dalias A. Price, "The commercial orchard Economy of
Southern I llinois� (Ph.D. disseration, Dept. of Geography,
Univers ity of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, 1952 ) , p. 3 1 .
2

Ibid. , pp. 32 and 33. Several factors contribute
to this phenomenon. Chief among them are the critical posi
tion of polar air masses and the greater frequency of snow
cover in the north which increasesout-radiation and reduces
absorption of solar energy.
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FIGURE 5.
AVERAGE MONTHLY MAXIMUM TEMPERATURES FOR SELECTED STATIONS IN THE LOWER WABASH VALLEY ( °F)
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FIGURE 6
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AVERAGE MONTHLY MINIMUM TEMPERATURES FOR SELECTED STATIONS IN THE LOWER WABASH VALLEY ( F)
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FIGURE 8
°
ABSOLUTE MINIMUM TEMPERATURES FOR SELECTED STATIONS IN THE LOWER WABASH VALLEY ( F)
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FIGURE 9
AVE RAGE MONTHLY PRECIPITATION FOR SELECTED STATIONS IN THE LOWER WABASH VALLEY ( INCHES)
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FIGURE 10

FROST DATA FOR SELECTED STATIONS
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Lower Wabash Valley, it is a greater problem in the northern
portion of the region.

The fact that peach trees are con-

siderably more susceptible to winter kill than are apple
trees is largely responsible for the absence of peach orchards in Vigo, C lay and Sul livan counties in the northern
portion of the region.

1

Late spring frost is another aspect of the climate
which affects orcharding within the region.

However, this

is not a problem unique to this orchard region.

It is a

characteristic of peach and apple trees to bloom at a time
when late frosts are still likely.

This tendency has re-

sisted the best efforts of plant breeders to develop
varieties which would withhold blo·om until the danger of
frost was past.
As one would suspect, late spring frost in the
Lower Wabash valley is also somewhat more of a problem in
the northern portions of the region.

This fact is not so

much a function of cl imate however, but reflects the problems involving air drainage assoc iated with the flatter
topography found in the northern counties.
1

Late spring

The last peach trees in Vigo County were pulled
in the spring of 1973 after the orchard owner had experi
enced his third consecutive crop failure. He does not
plan to replant until hardier varieties are developed.

38
.;frost can be devastating, but it is usually selective rather
than total in its destruction of buds .

Again, peach trees

are less resistant to spring frost and such frosts conunonly
result in total, or near total, peach crop los s .

1

certain

apple ·varieties, especially Red Delicious, are also vulnerable to late spring frost.

If the late spring frost is not

severe, orchardists in the region may look upon it as a
blessing.

The reason for this is because the frost, if it

is light, will thin the apple blossoms .

If no frost occurs,

the orchardist is obliged to perform this expensive and time
consuming process by hand or with the use of chemicals.

Late

spring frost as wel l as winter kill are limiting factors to
the orcharding industry in the Lower Wabash Valley.

Indeed,

the region 's orchardists perceive these two items as their
greatest and second greatest problem in the region.2
Other climatic phenomenon of direct consequence to
orcharding in the region are strong winds, drought, excess ive precipitation, and hail .

They occur less frequently

than winter kill and spring frost, but they can inflict
severe dam.age, and do, on. occasion·
.
.

o

Strong winds are not

1
winter kill in the winter of 1971-72 and late spring
frost in the 1972-73 season destroyed virtually all of the
peach crop of these two years.
2

Result of survey questionnaire.
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more conuuon in this region than elsewhere in the midwest and
are probably less so.

They are a problem, however, owing to

the nature of several soil series £ound in the region and the
anchorage problems involved with the type of root systems common. to orchard tree varieties.
Hail occasionally severely damages an orchard crop.
Hail storms can occur when the fruit is almost ready for harvest: the ultimate nightmare for an orchardist.

Fortunately,

damaging hail is relatively infrequent and occurs in scattered
areas.

l

Excessive precipitation is a common, if less serious,
climatic phenomenon of the region.

Again, this problem is

exacerbated because of the nature o f several soil series
found in the region.

In particular, excessive precipitation

can put the orchardist behind in his prunning and spraying
schedules.
problems.

This delay can create a wide variety of other
Precipit•tion normally is abundant and well dis-

tributed throughout the year.

(See Figure 9 . )

Excessive

precipitation can thus occur at any season of the year, but
is most common in the spring when delays in the application
of insect sprays can create a very serious problem.
1
Two orchards in the study region suffered severe
hail damage to the 1973 fruit crop.
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Occasionally, heavy precipitation can interfere with the
actual fruit harvest by making it difficult to move equip
ment into the orchards .
Severe drought is not
it is quite rare.

unknown

in the region, but

Droughts in the region usually occur in

late swmuer after vegetative growth is completed and the
fruit is well developed.

Droughts do not appear to be a

serious limitation to orcharding within the region.
theles s , rt:Wo ,

None

orchardists have begun small scale experiments

with irrigation.
In summary, the climate of the Lower Wabash valley
is characterized by several advantages and several disadvan
tages for conunercial orcharding.

On balance, the region

does not compare favorab ly, climatically, with the large
nationally s ignificant orcharding areas in California,
Washington, Michigan, New York, or the southeastern Piedmont
section.

The factors of winter kill, late spring frost, ex

cessive precipitation and other c limatic hazzard tend to
obscure still another regional problem related to climate.
The relatively short dormancy period, coupled with abundant
precipitation and generally humid conditions, creates an
environment conducive to both fungus and insect growth and
reproduction.

In addition, the factors of early bloom dates

and rapid fruit development, which had traditionally been
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an advantage for the region, i . e . early marketing, have been
nullified by developments in fruit storage technology and
changes in conswner tasteso

Thus, the only distinct c limatic

advantage which the region enj oyed is no longer an exploitable
advantage.

Topography
The Lower Wabash Valley exhibits a variety of land
form from north to south as wel l as from west to east, i.e.
away from the Wabash River itself.

In general, the entire

region lies in the Middle western Upland Plain subdivision.

1

Edwin H. Hammond classifies the Lower Wabash valley as a landsurface classification known as NB2b."

That is to say, the

area has the following characteristics:
a)
bl
c}

50-80 per cent of the area is gently s loping
the local relief is between 100 feet and 300 feet
50-75 per cent of the gentle s lope is in the lower
half of the prof ile 2

Much of the area does indeed exhibit the features of a gently
rolling plain; however, c loser examination of the region yields
rather complex patterns of land-forms.

Much of this complexity

can be traced to the Pleistocene glacial history of the region.
1
Edwin H. Hammond, "Classes of Land Surface Form in
the Forty-eight States, U.S.A . , " Annals of the Association of
American Geographers, Vol. 54, No. 1 ( 1964) .
2

Ibid.
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All four of the maj or Pleistocene ice advances are
bel ieved to have extended into southern Indiana.

The effects

of the earliest ice sheet , the Nebraskan ( 1 , 00 0 , 000 years
ago) , have been totally obscured and are of no significance
at present.

The actual extent of Nebraskan glaciation is

unclear.
The second period of Pleistocene glaciation was the
Kansan

(700, 000 years ago) .

Kansan

ice sheet lies buried under later glaciation, and it

The southern boundary of the

is only of minor importance in the physiography of the region.
The dominant landscape shaping agents in the Lower
Wabash Valley have been the two final glaciations of the
Pleistocene Epoch.

Approximately 200, 000 years ago, a lobe

of the I l l inoian ice sheet advanced southward to cover over
eighty per cent of the Lower Wabash Valley.

A lobe farther

to the east actually reached the Ohio River in southeastern
Ind iana.
.

1

(See Map 5 . )

Between the lobe of Illinoian ice

that penetrated down the Lower Wabash Valley and the eastern
lobe which reached the Ohio River lies a rugged hilly area
known as the Driftless or Non-glaciated Region of southern
Indiana.

(See Map 5 --Bedrock. )

The eastern portions of

1
M. M. Fidlar, Physiography of the Lower Wabash Valley,
Bulletin No. 2 (Bloomington, Indiana: · Indiana Dept. of Con
servation--Division of Geology, 1948) , pp. 15-19.

MAP 5

MAP OF INDIANA SHOWING GLACIAL DEPOSITS
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Greene and Gibson Counties, as well as southeastern Posey
and nearly all of Vanderburgh Counties, represent unglaciated
portions of the Lower Wabash Valley.

Together, these areas

comprise approximately seventeen per cent of the study region' s surface area.

This hilly and largely wooded area

constitutes a distinctive portion of the study region.
Eighteen per cent of the commercial orchards in the study
region are located in this driftless, unglaciated portion
of the Lower Wabash Valley.

The author is of the opinion

that the superior air drainage common to these hilly locations contributes to the fact that two of these orchards in
the driftless section represent the northernmost of the
peach producing orchards.
The Illinoian glaciation left in it�. wake a relatively
flat glacial drift plain, mostly till,

1

with an average

depth of eighty feet in the north to sixty feet in the
southern part of the region.

2

Most of this till plain is

now thoroughly dissected by post-Il l inoian erosion.

The

southern portion of the region is much more highly dissected
than is the northern part.

The northern portion of the plain

consists of a gent ly rolling topography with broad interfluves.
1
unstratif ied gravel, sand and c lay deposited directly
by the ice.
2
Fidlar, op. cit . , p . 1 6 .
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The till plain has been further modified in

y areas by

man

loess and aeolian (wind deposited) sand.
The Illinoian Till Plain is the most widespread land
It occupies roughly fifty

form in the Lower Wabash Valley.

(See Map 5 -

per cent of the total area of the s tudy region.
Drift . )

On this till plain are found twenty-nine per cent

of the commercial orchards in the

Lower

Wabash Valley.

There are also several outwash features associated
with the Illinoian stage of glaciation.

outwash plains are

found south of the city of Princeton in Gibson County and
in northern Vanderburgh county .

1

No conunercial orchards are

found on either of these outwash plains because of their flat
ness which provides no protection against frost.
The most recent glacial advance, the Wisconsin
(25, 000 to 11, 000 years ago) has the most pronounced effect
on the topography of the Lower Wabash Valley of all the
Pleistocene glacial movements .

This is unquestionably true,

despite the fact that the southern limit of advancement of
the Wisconsin ice sheet •ear�eiy entered the Lower Wabash
valley.

The terminal morainal system which

ks the equa

mar

torward limit of Wisconsin glaciation ( the Shelbyville
Moraine) crosses the northwest corner of Vigo county at the
1

Ibid. , p. 1 7 0
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extreme northern boundry of the study region.

The Wisconsin

ice sheet did not itself override the site of a single comrnercial orchard in the region.
The impact which Wisconsin glaciation has on the
Lower Wabash valley may be summar ized as fol lows :
a)

The tremendous volume o f melt water forced the
maj or streams of the region to act as glacial
sluiceways .

b)

These sluiceways aggraded inunense valley trains
which were elevated wel l above the present flood
plains (200 feet in many locations ) .

c)

Fluctuations in the reduced flow of melt waters
eroded the valley trains at an uneven scale and
rate. 1

The valley trains are represented today by a series
of step-like erosional terraces .

(See Figure 1 1 . )

Along

the eastern side of the Wabash River, the erosional terraces
are capped with large amounts of aeolian deposits of loess
Indeed, the eastern terraces and the land imme -

and sand.

diately adjacent to them are covered with fixed dunes or
rolling sand deposits from Sullivan county in the north to
the Ohio River in the south.

2

(See Map s - -Valley Train and

Dune Sand . )
�
For a full account of this interesting physiographic
process see William D o Thornbury, Glacial Sluiceways and Lacus
trine Plains of Southern Indiana, Bulletin No. 4 (Bloomington,
Indiana:
Indiana Depto of Conservation--Division of Geology,
1950) and Fidlar, op. c it . , pp. 20-940
2

F idlar, op. c it. , p. 93 0
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FIGURE 1 1

DIAGRAMATIC CROS S S ECTION OF VALLEY TRAIN EROSIONAL TERRACES
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These loess and sand covered terraces and the land
inunediately adjacent to them represent the •core " of commercial orcharding in the Lower Wabash valley.

It is on

these terraces and the "sand hills" to the east o f them
that strictly commercial orcharding had its beginning in
the study region.

The largest orchards in the Lower Wabash

Valley today are located on this land form.
Altogether, fifty-three per cent of the commercial
orchards in the study region are located on the valley train/
erosional terrace land form.

This land form is widely dis-

tributed throughout the region despite the fact that it
occupies only twenty-five per cent of the total areao

The

land form is found in all nine counties of the Lower Wabash
valley, and at least one orchard may be found on this surface
in every county except C lay.
A very different form of Wisconsin aggradational
surface is the lacustrine plains which are another distinctive
feature of the Lower Wabash Valley.
ments . )

(See Map 5 --Lake Sedi-

Those lacustrine plains which have not undergone

advanced dissection are the only conspicuously flat surfaces
.

111

the study region.
.

1

1

Although these lacustrine plains are

They were formed by the blockage·· of · lesser tributary
streams during the valley train building process. Sediments
were evenly deposited on the floors of the glacial lakes created
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much favored by certain other agriculturalists, the complete
lack of air drainage owing their flatness makes them highly
unsuitable for orcharding.

There are no commercial orchards

to be found on any of the lacustrine plains of the Lower
Wabash Valley.

The only manner in which they influence com-

mercial orcharding today is the fact that they were a prime ,
source of the materials for the soils developed upon aeolian
deposits elsewhere in the region.
It should be pointed out that the aggradational/
degradational cycle of the Wisconsin glacial period had
been duplicated earlier in the extreme southern sector of
the Lower Wabash Valley during the Il linoian Glacial Age.
The same processes had all occurred during this earlier
period.

However, the results of Illinoian glaciation were

largely nullified by Wisconsin glac iation and are of no
consequence to the location of orcharding in the region
today.
In

swnmary, the Lower Wabash Valley offers a

variety of upland topographic sites for commercial orcharding.
The advantage of uplands is that they provide for air clrainage,

the principle by which the coldest and densest stratum

in the region by this interruption of drainage .
op. cit. , pp. 14-17.

Thornbury,
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of air next to the earth ' s surface drains from the uplands
and collects in val leys and lowlands .

The resulting bene-

f icial temperature differential has long been recognized as
a key factor in the location of orchards .

1

The Lower Wabash

Valley contains orchard sites which range from poor to excellent in providing adequate air drainage and hence protection
against frost damage .

The principle is applied whenever

possible, particularly in orchards which contain both apple
and peach trees.

As was noted earlier, peach trees are more

susceptible than apple trees to both winter kill and late
spring frost.

Invariably in these cases,

the peach trees

occupy the ridge crests and upper slopes while the apple
trees are planted on the slightly lower slopes nearer to
the depressions and valleys .

(See Plate 1 . )

conuuercial orchards are found on three of the four
maj or land form:· surfaces in the study region.

Fifty-three

per cent of the orchards are located on valley train surfaces, particularly sand and loess covered terraces.

Twenty-

nine per cent of the orchards are found on the Illinoian Till
Plain which occupies approximately one-half of the land surface area of the region.
1

All of these orchards are in the

The earliest reference to air drainage in the region
to come to · the attention of the author was cox, op. c it . , p.
3600
Here, cox infers that the principle had been conunon
knowledge among many orchardists long before his notation of
it in 1874.
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PLATE l

Representative orchard Setting

in the Lower Wabash Valley

( Note the location of peach trees on
slopes and apple

the upper

trees on the lower slopes)
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northern and central portions of the region.

The till plain

covers a very small area in the southern part of the region,
and no orchards are found here.

E ighteen per cent of the

region ' s commercial orchards are situated on the hilly unglaciated or driftless portions o f the Lower Wabash valley.
These orchards are located in Greene, Vanderburgh, and
Posey counties.

Soils
The rnulti-facted glacial history of the Lower Wabash
Valley has,
the region.

in turn, added to the diversity of soils within
In

addition to the introduction of foreign

parent materials by glacial deposition and wind, the region
is underlaid by a variety of sedimentary base materials.

An

attempt to fully describe the soils of the region is beyond
the scope of this study.

Only those features of regional

soils salient to the orcharding industry will be discussed.
several representative soil series are analyzed in more detail
in the Appendix.
In general, the soils found in the upland interfluves
of the Illinoian drift belong to the order Alf isol,
1

l

suborder

This description of regional soils utilizes the 7th
Approximation classification system (National Cooperative Soil
Survey Classification of 1967) .
The - traditional Great Soil
Group classification is stated in parenthesis whenever
applicable.
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Udalfs, and great groups Fragiudalfs and Hapludalfs .

1

( Gray-Brown Podzolic soils with and without fragipan. }
These soils have the following characteristics:
a}
medium to high in chemical base
b}
gray t o brown surface horizon
c ) subsurface horizon of clay accumulation
d}
usually moist, but during the warm season
of the year, they may be intermittently
dry in some horizons for short periods
e)
both moderately and steeply s loping
The differences between various subgroups of this great group
make generaliza�ions concerning the upland soils of the region
impossible.
The other great soil group found in the Lower Wabash
Valley is order Mollisol, Suborder Aquolls, and great group
Haplaquolls (Humic-Gley} .

2

The characteristics of the great

group Haplaquolls are:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

high in chemical base
thick, nearly black friable organic rich
surface horizon
gray subsurface horizon
seasonally wet
horizon in which materials have been altered
or removed, but no clay or calcium carbonate
has accumulated

The soils of this great group are found near the floodplains
of the larger streams of the region.
1

They usually occur in

The National Atlas, (Washington, D. C . --Uo s. Dept .
of the Interior--Geological Surveys, 1970) , pp. 85-88.
2

Ibid. , pp. 85-86.
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association with Udifluvents (Alluvial soils) , Hapludolls
(Brunizems ) , and Haplaudalfs (Gray-Brown Podzolic without
fragipan) .

The diversity of subgroups of this great group

is even greater than that found in the subgroups on the up
land interfluves .

A description of the seven soil series

which occupy the greatest orchard acreage in the Lower
Wabash valley is presented as Appendix I.
Several characteristics common to many of the various
soil series found in the Lower Wabash Valley are especially
significant to the orchard l.ng industry.

Drainage is exces

sive in some series, but more cormuo,n ly, drainage is poor.
The aforementioned frequent occurence of excessive precipi
tation is compounded by the many poorly drained soil types
of the Illinoian Till Plain.

Not only do extremely wet soil

conditions impede the orchardist ' s activities, the wet con
ditions create severe problems for rootstocks .

Peach root

systems are particularly susceptible to rot and fungus at
tack when the soil is saturated.

In some cases , the fragi

pans and claypans which impede drainage are so wel l developed
that root penetration is very diff iculto

The normally shallow

root anchorage of peach trees can be a problem even in the
best of conditions .

With an impervious soil layer near the

surface, all types of trees may encounter root anchorage
problems.

(See Plate 2. )
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PLATE

Wind Damage to a

2

large tree resulting from
S o i l Layer

an

Impervious
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The potential for erosion is severe .

Most of the

soils are subject to intense erosion on the steeper and even
moderately steep slopes.
serious problem.

In

the past, erosion was a very

At the present time, erosion has been

checked in nearly all cases by abandoning the practice of
clean tillage in peach orchards.

In the flatter northern

part of the region, where the threat of erosion is s l ight
and c lean tillage would be acceptable, peaches are �ot grown
because of the c l imatic hazzards o f frost.

The practice of

seeding orchards with permanent sod has 'been adopted throughout
the region.

Nonetheless, evidence of past erosion is a

conmon feature of most orchards in the Lower Wabash valley.
Most of the soil series which are prevalent in the
orcharding areas are quite low in natur�l fertility.

In

some of the sand covered areas, the soils contain very little
organic matter.

The lack of soil fertility does not appear

to be a matter of much concern to the region ' s orchardists.

1

The growth and maintenance of apple and peach trees on these
infertile soils requires the addition of large amounts of
1

on a visit to a peach orchard in the "Sand Hills "
area of south-central North Carolina several years ago, the
author asked the orchardist about the fertility of his or
chard soil.
The orchardist explained that all he expected
of his soil was to act as "a good medium of growth" for the
peach trees.
He was quite willing to provide vast quantities
of artificial fertilizer in exchange for the advantages which
the sand soil provided.
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artificial fertilizers.

A representative figure is 300 to

500 pounds of commercial fertilizer per acre annually. 1
Those orchards which are located on the infertile sandy
soils possess advantages of drainage, rapid growth, and
nematode control, which more than off set the lack of natural
fertility.
In accordance with the diversity of individual
characteristics, it is difficult to generalize about the
soils of the Lower Wabash valley.

on balance, the loess

and sand covered terraces and valley train surfaces provide
the best soil environment for commercial orcharding.

The

least adequate soils where orcharding is practiced are the
thin, severely eroded s lope phase soils found in the more
rugged parts of the non-glaciated driftless portion of the
region.

The soils of the very gently rolling Illinoian

Drift Plain appear to be intermediate in terms of being
able to support successful commercial orcharding enterprizes.

Marketing Considerations
Of course, there are factors involving the present
distribution of commercial orchards within the Lower Wabash
valley which only indirectly involve the physical environment
1

1nterview with Mr . Robert Byers , General Manager,
Dixie orchard co. , Vincennes, Indiana.
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of the region.

Chief

among

these factors is the ease with

which the orchardist will be able to sell his fruit and the
price that he receives for that sale.
The Lower Wabash Valley is not a significant fruit
producer on a national scaleo

Hence,

the bulk of the pro-

duction must be sold within, or near, the region itsel f .
The unit production costs in the region are such that if
transportation is necessary,
meet competitive prices.

l

the orchardist is unable to

As a result of this fact, there

is very limited net export of fruit from the region.
Competition from outside producing areas attempting
to market fruit within the Lower Wabash Valley is severe.
Thus ultimately, the region ' s orchardists are in a competitive
struggle not so much with each other as with orchardists in
other parts of the country.

Another way of stating this is

that the major competitive impetus is external rather than
internal.
There is,

indeed, only one producer in the region

who attempts to compete for sales well outside of the regiono
This producer is the Dixie Orchard Company of Vincennes .
Dixie is Indiana ' s largest orchard company, and the company
1

Interview with Mr . Robert L . Fuller, Area Extension
Agent, Horticulture, Cooperative Extension Service of the
State of Indiana.
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is, in fact, a corporation.

1

The Dixie orchard Company,

however, is not representative of the marketing considerations of the region ' s orchardists.

To the orchardist in

the Lower Wabash valley, the immediate problem is to retain
the local market for his produce and, hopefully, to expand
his marketing area.
The entire scale of marketing operations for the
orchardist in the study region is small.

Whereas a market-

ing expert from a large producing area will think in terms
of hundreds of miles and "days to

ket, " the Lower Wabash

mar

Valley orchardist must concern himself with miles and even
minutes from potential markets.
The local markets serve a relatively small populationo
Only. . . fow: citie� wi�in the study region exceed 10, 000
population.

2

large urban

in

Evansville and Terre Haute represent the only
kets in the Lower Wabash Valley.

mar

As pre-

viously stated, marketing of fruit by the region ' s orchardists
1
Dixie Orchard Company presents a familiar dilenuna
for the author. The existence of such a large producer in
a limited sample inevitably distorts any attempt at statis
tical analysis. If, for statistical purposes, Dixie is
included in the sample, the accuracy of those statistics
pertaining to individual orchards is compromised. On the
other hand, if Dixie is excluded, the regional statistics
are invalid.
2
Evansville ( 140, 000 ) , Terre Haute (70, 500 ) ,
Vincennes ( 18, 000) and Washington (10, 900) .
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tends to be in the immediate vicinity of the orchard.

Indeed,

more than half of the orchards market ninety per cent or more
of their produce by retail sales at the orchard.

1

Map 6 in-

dicates that fifty-six per cent of the orchards are located
within a fifteen mile radius of the three largest markets
within the region.

2

Transportation of produce out of the Lower Wabash
Valley is not a problem for those orchardists who are able
to market their fruit elsewhere .

Vincennes, Terre Haute,

and Evansville are all on north-south and east-west railroad
lines.

The access to excellent rail transportation was in-

strumental in the founding of commercial oroharding in the
region.

With the closing of many orchards in the years

following World War II,
rapidly declined.

3

rail shipments out of the region

The produce which moves out of the re-

gion today is transported exclusively by truck.

The larger

1

The mean {ex
Based on field survey questionnaire.
eluding Dixie orchard co. ) is seventy-one per cent for the
study region as a whole.
2

The fifteen mile radii of Terre Haute, Vincennes,
and Evansville encompasses approximately thirty per cent of
the study region.
The fifteen mile figure is purely arbitary
and represents no significant entity.
3

Information supplied in interviews with several in
dividuals.
The author was unable to acquire the car lot
figures necessary to accurately analyze the history of the
decline in rail shipments .

MAP 6
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producers have truck-loading and docking facilities as part
of their packing shed layout.

Rail shipments out of the re-

gion in recent years have only occurred in conj unction with
exceptionally large harvests.
The establislunent of orchards in response to an
available supply of labor is not a significant locational
factor in the region.

With few exceptions, the orchardists

are able to harvest their apples and peaches with the aid
of strictly local labor, although the use of migrant labor
was c ommon in the fox:mative years of the industry in the
region.

This labor generally consists of local farmers,

for whom the harvest season does not coincide with their
busiest periods .

School age youngsters are also employed

during the harvest.

Migrant farm labor is used by only

the larger producers: permanent quarters for seasonal migrant
labor is found in Q�ly one instance within the study region.
Tomato and .melbll:i:. farming, two specialty crops found in the
region, employ much more migrant labor than does commercial
orcharding .

A distinct preference for local labor was ex

pressed to the author by several producers.

1

1
Most of the comments expressed the notion that local
labor was more "dependable . "

CHAPTER V

PRODUCTION CHARACTERISTICS AND MARKETING FACTORS
OF COMMERCIAL ORCBARD:CNG IN THE LOWER WABASH VALLEY

There a.re comparisons which can be made between
orcharding in the Lower Wabash Valley and in the maj or producing regions of the United States in which the study
region is not inferior to the major regions .

The flavor

and color of the fruit grown in the region is generally
considered to compare favorably with that produced anywhere.
This is particularly true of the Red and Golden Delicious,
Winesap, and Jonathan varieties of apple.

The peaches grown

in the region have the advantage, when marketed locally, of
being fully tree ripened and being picked at a stage which
insures

max

imum flavor.

1

Apple trees outnumber peach trees by a ratio of
slightly more than two to one in the Lower Wabash valley.
1
An indication of consumer acceptance of locally
produced fruit is the fact that this fruit usually commands
a somewhat higher price than apples and peaches produced
elsewhere.
63
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The ratio of apples to peaches has increased sharply in
recent years.

This trend has been accelerated because of

the frequent loss of peach crops caused by weather conditions
in the past decade .

l

Many of the orchards which failed be-

tween 1960 and 1970 were apparently orchards which emphasized
peaches over apples

2

and thus suffered severe economic losses

which coincided with the peach crop failures.

several of

the orchardists who remained in operation discontinued or
de-emphasized peach growing during this period of time in
response to the repeated small peach crop harvests.
If several good peach crops were harvested in
succession,

if peach prices increased,

or even if a very

promising new peach variety is introduced,
peach tree plantings can be expected.

an.

increase in

The record of peach

production in the study region has proven to be cyc lical in
nature throughout its history.

The ratio of apples to peaches

is somewhat misleading when it is remembered that the northern
portion of the region produces very few peaches .

The ratio

of apples to peaches in the south approaches one to one.
The higher ratio of peaches in the South reflects the greater
l

The ratio between apples and peaches in 1964 was four
to three.
u . s . , Department of Agriculture, Indiana Appl e and
Peach Tree Survey--1964 (Lafayette, Indiana:
Department of
Agricultural Statistics, Purdue University, 1964) .
2u.

s . census of Agriculture,

1960 and 1970.
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suitabil ity of the southern portion of the region to grow
peaches successfully.
In every orchard in the region, the probabil ity of
peach crop loss is much greater than the probability of
apple crop failure because of the vulnerability of peach
trees to cold and frost damage.

Peach growing in the Lower

Wabash Valley is a "high risk/high profit " proposition.
Locally grown peaches are considerably more remunerative
than locally grown apples .

The high prices reflect more

than the simple unit cost .of production in the year which
the peach is marketed.

Losses inc'urred by the producer

owing to the high risk factor must be included in the price
of the fruit if the orchardist is to remain in operation.
Laws of supply and demand, however, tend to mitigate against
this hidden cost of production.

1

The uncertainty of peach production is the maj or
reason why even the orchards in the extreme southern portion of the region divide their acreage between apples and
peaches to minimize the element of risk.

In addition to

minimizing risk, most of the orchardists have retail outlets at the orchard and find it des irable to offer a variety
1
More than ninety per cent of the 1�73 peach crop in
In
the study region was lost to a severe late spring frost.
Vincennes, locally grown #1 Grade peaches sold at $ 12 . 00 per
bushel in the surruner of 197 3 .
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of fruits.

Altogether, more than seventy per cent of the

orchards in the study region contain both apple and peach
trees, and the maj ority of these maintain a ratio of apples
to peaches which is close to the regional norm of two to
one.

l
The varieties of apple trees grown in the study

region vary only slightly from orchard to orchard.

There

exists no regional varietal pattern within the Lower Wabash
Valley.
gion.

There are four dominant varieties grown in the re( See Figures 12 and 13 . )

These four varieties are

Red Delicious, Winesap, Golden Delicious and Jonathan.
These four varieties represent more than seventy per cent
of the apples in the study region.

The four have been the

leading regional varieties for several decades and, with
the possible exception of Winesap, are likely to remain the
leading varieties in the foreseeable future.

2

Not only do

these varieties produce well in the region, but there also
exists a strong consumer preference for them.

No new varieties

1
An orchardist explained to the author the reasons why
he maintained an apple to peach ratio of two to one by stating
that the apples "paid the light bills . " That is to say that in
order to show a profit, the orchardist needs a good peach crop.
If the peach crop fails, he can cover his expenses by the sale
of his apple crop .
2

There have been no standard Winesap trees planted in
over ten years. However, Winesap remains one of the preferred
varieties in dwarf plantings.
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FIGURE 12

LEADING VARIETIES OF STANDARD APPLE TREES
IN

THE LOWER WABASH VALLEY

BY PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL TREES,

variety

Per Cent of
Total Trees

1973

cwnulative
Percentage

Red Delicious

18. 6

18. 6

Winesap

18.2

36. 8

Golden Delic ious

17 . 4

54 . 2

Jonathan

16 . 6

70.8

Rome Beauty

10 . l

80 . 9

Stayman

5.3

86 . 2

Grimes Golden

5.1

91.3

Turley

5.0

96.3

Lodi

1.3

97 . 6

Rambo

0.7

98. 3

A l l other varieties

1.7

100 . 0%

100 . 0%
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FIGURE 13

LEADING VARIETIES OF DWARF APPLE TREES
IN THE LOWER WABASH VALLEY
BY PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL TREES,

variety

Per Cent of
Total Trees

1973

Cumulative
Percentage

Red Delicious

28. 1

28. 1

Golden Delic ious

20.0

48 . 1

Jonathan

18 . l

66. 2

Winesap

6.5

72.7

Lodi

6.0

78. 7

Rome Beauty

5. 6

84 . 3

Williams Red

4.S

89 . l

All Other varieties

10 . 9
100 . 0%

100 . 0%
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are planted in significant numbers in any part of the
region.
It should be noted that among the four leading
varieties, not a single summer, or "early " apple,
presented .

is re

Summer varieties of apples were important in

the early history of connnercial orcharding in the region
however.

These summer varieties blossomed earlier and

matured more quickly in the c limate of the Lower Wabash
Valley than these varieties did in the more northerly
producing regions .

The "early market, " which commanded

higher prices, was one of the principal factors which en
couraged the early development of commercial orcharding
i.n

the study region.

These varieties brought premium

prices in many large urban markets outside of the region.
However , the advent of cold storage and improved trans
portation made it possible for other producing areas to
market the superior varieties of "late " apples through
the year.

These technological developments forced the

study region ' s orchardists into direct competition with
orcharding regions all over the country.

Today, Lodi and

Rambo are the only early varieties grown in the region,
and neither of them is grown in s ignificant quantities.
(See Figures 12 and 13 . )
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orchardists in the Lower Wabash Valley have shared
in the national trend toward wider acceptance of dwarf apple
trees.

Although more than s ixty per cent of the apple trees

in the region are standard size,

analysis of new plantings

indicates that the number of dwarfs soon will overtake the
number of standards.

A significant percentage of the re-

gion ' s orchardists are resisting this trend.

The most com-

man explanation which these orchardists cite as the reason
for not utilizing dwarf trees involve problems which have
been encountered in the region with dwarfing rootstocks in
the past.

owarf ing rootstocks are not nearly as resilient

and as disease resistant as standard seedling rootstocks .
In

those orchards which have a relatively severe soil water

drainage problem, dwarfing rootstocks often become diseased,
fail to provide adequate anchorage , or in some other respect
fail to perform satisfactorily.

However, this type of or-

chard represents a very small percentage of total orchards
within the region.

The trend toward dwarf apple trees has

been accelerating in the last few years.
Of the apples harvested annually, eighty-three per
cent 1 are sold for the fresh market.
1

Most of these fresh

This figure and the remaining figures on the dis
posal of the apple and peach crops exclude the Dixie Orchard
Company of Vincennes.
The inclusion of the Dixie Company
would drastically distort the statistics involving the
smaller producers .
Thus , the regional statistics would
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market apples ( seventy-one per cent) are retailed at the
The retailing of fruit at "orchard stores " is a

orchard.

distinctive characteristic of the orcharding industry of
the region.

The stores range in size from modest roadside

kets to elaborate •home and garden centers . "

mar

These

garden centers offer sprays, pruning equipment, and other
supplies for the care and upkeep of fruit trees grown by
teur horticulturalists, in addition to a wide variety

ama

of other household products intended for use in outdoor
maintenance by the homeowner.

These stores merchandise

seed, fertilizer, and other items o f interest for the home
gardener.

Finally, several of them sell fresh fruits and

vegetables from all over the world.

1

The remainder (twenty-nine per cent) of the apple
crop which is sold to the fresh market is sold in three ways.
Nearly one-half of the remainder ( thirteen per cent) is purchased by wholesalers.

This figure has declined in the same

reflect a more highly commercial, i . e . wholesale, nature than
will the sum of the statistics involving the individual smaller
producers. The author apologizes .for any false impressions
thus created, but does not see any alternative short of the
This solution would lead to
use of two sets of statistics.
greater confusion and thus is deemed not acceptable.
1 rn at least one instance , the retail outlet is of
such a large size that the orchard itself is apparently of
secondary importance as a source of income for the orchardist.
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proportion by which exports of fruit out o f the region has
in

declined

recent years.

The apples which reach the whole-

sale market a.re sold primarily in the nearest large urban
markets, such as Chicago, St. Louis , Indianapolis, and
Nashville.

A small portion of it is marketed in central

Illinois through a wholesale distributor in Terre Haute.
Retail food stores in the region purchase seven
and one-hal f per cent of the crop.

This market is capable

of absorbing a somewhat higher percentage of the apple crop
than it now does.

The reasons for this will be discussed

in the following chapter.

Commercial vendors purchase seven per cent of the
apple crop.

Actually, the figures cited involving the dis-

position of the fresh apple market are, of necessity, mean
averages.

1

The commercial vendor is a much more active

buyer when the crop is heavy and prices are depressed.
Several of the orchardists in the region regularly sell to
commercial vendors .

The vendors, in turn, dispose of the

apples by selling them to small grocery stores or retailing
them from the back of their trucks.

However, the commercial

vendor does not play a significant part in the marketing of
fresh apples in most years .
1

Only when large surplusses

statistics based on a single year would not take into
account the wide annual fluctuations in apple harvests. The
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exist does the commercial vendor

enter the picture.

A

very small percentage (one and one-half per cent) of the
annual crop is used for charitable donations and gifts.
For a s wnmary of these statistics , see Figure 14.
It is difficult, if not impossible, to generalize
or to average the disposition of the peach crop of the Lower
Wabash Valley.

Indeed, in thirty to forty per cent of the

years , there is little or no peach crop to market.
In

1

the years in which the peach crop is abundant,

the fruit moves out of the region to the same large urban
markets to which apples are normally shipped.

on the other

hand, in many years there are insufficient numbers of
peaches to meet local demand.

one problem related to this

phenomenon is the inability of the large producers to contract in advance, on a regular basis, for the sale of their
peach crops.
Although there are

y more apple trees than peach

man

trees in the study region, peaches bring higher prices and
are more important to the commercial orchardist than their
numbers alone would indicate.

A large part of the peach

crop is sold at the orchard

kets or in local grocery

mar

proportion of the various ways in which the crop is sold is
not constant.
It varies along with the size of the crop.
lu.

s.

census of Agriculture and interview data.
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FIGURE 14

METHODS OF SALE OF FRESH MARKET APPLES IN THE LOWER
WABASH VALLEY

A l l Other
Sales

Sold to
Wholesalers

-----

Sold Retail
at Farm

13 %
71 %

Sold Direct
to Retail
outlets
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stores.

Because of the nature of the c l imate in the region,

growers are limited in the number of varieties which they
can produce profitably.
Peach trees in the region can usually withstand
temperatures down to �100F in the winter.
°
below -10 F ,

At temperatures

fruit bud damage begins to occur.

the trees exhibit winter inj ury symptoms ,
plete bud loss,

trunk splitting,

At -20 °F ,

inc luding com-

cambium discoloration and,

in extreme cases, death of the tree occurs .

The critical

temperature at which this damage occurs will vary depending
upon the weather conditions prior to the sub-zero temperatures and the condition of the trees.

A sudden cold wave

following a long period of unseasonably mild winter temperatures is much more l ikely to cause extens ive damage
than is a s ituation in which the temperature gradually falls
to sub-zero over a period of weeks .
( twenty years and older)

The older peach trees

and the young peach trees ( f ive

years old or younger) are particularly subject to this type
of winter injury.

As was noted earlier, even if the peach

buds survive the winter ,

they are still susceptible to

spring frost after blossoming.

As a result of these c l imatic

hazzards, orchardists must select from varieties which have
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a greater ability to withstand low winter temperatures and
rapid temperature changes.

1

The selection of varieties is thus based on winter
hardiness and sufficient color and flavor appeal to sell on
the fresh retail

The varieties most widely grown

ket.

mar

in the Lower Wabash Valley are Redhaven, Redskin,;: , and
Richhaven.

(See Figure 15 . )

The history of peach varieties

gr own in the region is marked by frequent changes in preferred varieties .

New varieties are developed frequently,

and older varieties lose favor quickly.
an exception to this trend .
consumer acceptance for

2

The E lberta was

The E lberta variety enj oyed
y years, but has now all · but

man

disappeared from the region.

Currently, the Glohaven,

Loring, and Cresthaven varieties are being planted in
large numbers within the region.

A brief description of

the leading peach varieties in the Lower Wabash Valley is
presented as Appendix II.
1

The search for a variety which combines winter hardiness
with good flavor and color has proven to be elusive thus far.
However, promising varieties have recently been developed at
the Canadian Department of Agriculture, Harrow, Ontario Research
Station. These varieties have not yet been tested in the study
region.
2 The relative merits of peach varieties is a common
subject for discuss ion among orchardists in the region. Each
orchardist seems to have his favor ite and is quick to make
desultory comments about another orchardist ' a favorite variety.
It would appear that the individual ity of · the orchards is such
that whereas a particular variety may do well in one orchard ,
it may not do well in an orchard relatively nearby.
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FIGURE 15

LEADING PEACH VARIETIES
IN THE LOWER WABASH VALLEY
BY PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL T!REES,

variety
Redhaven

Per cent of
Total Trees

1973

Cumulative
Percentage

23.7

23.7

20 . 2

43.9

13 . 1

57 . 0

*Glohaven

5.1

62 . 1

*Loring

4.6

66.7

Halehaven

2.8

69. 5

Cresthaven

2.8

72 . 3

Sunhaven

2.4

74.7

Belle of Georgia

2.2

76.9

*Redskin
Richhaven

All Other varieties

23. 1

100 . 0%

100 . 0%

*Varieties in which over 40% of the trees are five years
old or younger.
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several trends are observable in the peach production
of the region.
on the decline.

The use of seedling rootstocks is rapidly
Rootstocks which provide superior anchorage

and are more resistant to nematode and virus problems are
now available.

The initial cost of these improved rootstocks

is higher, but the use of these rootstocks should reduce some
of the problems the orchardist must now contend with.

Re-

search conducted on the peach phys iology has revealed methods
by which the orchardist can refine his fertilization program
to achieve beneficial characteristics in the fruit .

1

The

use of fertilizer has become more selective in peach orchards.
Another trend is toward higher den.sity plantings of peach
trees .

In the formative years of commercial orcharding in

the region, trees were planted in a square pattern with the
distance between the individual trees and the distance between the rows being each thirty feet.
reduced to 26 x 2 8 feet.

2

The spacing was later

Most of the peach orchards in the

region today are spaced at 15 x 25 feet or 20 x 2 0 feet .

TWo

of the very latest peach p lantings in the region were made at
15 x 2 0 feet, and most of the orchardists are in agreement that
the trend toward greater tree density will continue.
1

For example, the peach itself must undergo nitrate
depletion if the desirable red coloration is to occur.
2

The introduc tion of modern spraying equipment was
responsible for the change to a rectangular pattern.
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Approximately one-half of the region ' s orchardists
engage in some other type of agriculture.

There appears to

be no geographic pattern involved in the matter of location
of these orchards nor in the combinations of agricultural
activity.

It is more commonly the small to medium size

orchard producer who engages in non-orchard agricultural
activities .

However , this general ization is not valid in

at least two instances.

Two of the orchardists who own

large retail stores grow a wide variety of fruits and vege
tables for sale in their retail outlets.
Twelve per cent of the orchardists are engaged in
extensive types of non-orchard agriculture such as livestock
raising and hay or grain farming .

Most of the orchard farms

are too small to practice this type of agriculture.

Those

orchardists who engage in this type of extensive farming do
so on a relatively small scale.
consuming,
dairying,

Examples of extremely time

labor intensive forms of agriculture ,

such as

offer too much competition for the orchardists '

available time and are not associated with any orchards in
the study region.

Approximately one-third of the orchardists

raise small fruits for sale in their retail markets .
most corrunon are cherries, grapes ,

The

plµms and strawberries.

In addition, many of these same orchardists also grow vege
tables for their retail outlets .

Only seven per cent of
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the orchardists produce . non-orchard crops on a commercial
scale.

The crops raised are those specialty crops which

are s ignificant in the Lower Wabash Valley.
tomatoes , melons! '. , and pwnpkins .

The crops are

In ·one of these cases,

it is readily apparent that the commerc ial orchard gains
considerably less income for the orchardist than does the
production of the specialty crops .
In summary, approximately one-half of the region ' s
orchardists engage in agricultural activities other than
apple and peach growing .

These activities range from sma l l 

scale s ide interests t o large-scale operations .

A wide

variety of agricultural crops are grown by these orchardis t s ,
but small fruits and vegetables predominate.

No apparent

correlation exists between location or size of orchard and
the practice of engaging in non-orchard agricultural activi
ties

•

.

Those orchardists who own the larger orchard stores

account for most of the production of vegetables and small
fruit s .

The growing o f vegetables and small fruits is the

only type of non-orchard agriculture in which a s ignificant
number of orchardists engage.

The diversity of non-orchard

agricultural activities by orchardists in the region is such
that no one or group of farming types can be said to be as
soc iated with or related to orcharding.

This lack of asso

c iated land use and the lack of a particular crop or crops
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associated with orcharding is somewhat surprising.
neighboring orcharding areas,

In

a pattern of land use and

crops is commonly associated with orcharding .

1

Only a

very few orchardists could be considered "part-time " in
the sense that they have non-agricultural occupations off
of the orchard farm.
The significance of the extremely diverse pattern
There is

of non-orchard agricultural activity is twofold.

no rea�ily apparent land use or non-orchard agricultural
activity which is widely acceptal:ile to or feasible for large
numbers of the region ' s orchardists.

Secondly,

fully one-

half of the region ' s orchardists are unable or unwilling to
cushion the economic impact of fluctuating orchard crop
harvests by means of agricultural diversification.
The mean size of commercial orchards in the study
region is 5 8 . 08 acres of land planted in tree s .
orchard size is 5 2 acre s .

2

The median

The commercial orchards range in

size from 1 . 5 acres to 1200 acres .

In nearly every case,

those orchards which have expanded their acreage in recent
years have done so by means of purchasing nearby orchards .
Thus,

twenty-four per cent of the orchardists in the region
1Price,
.

2

op. ci' t . , pp. 6 0 6 5
-

•

Excluding Dixie orchard company ' s 1200 acre operation.
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have orchard acreages which are divided into two or more
orchard plots.

1

Only two orchardists in the region have

more than two orchard plots.

The larger orchards are

located in the central and southern portion of the study
region.

The mean size of orchards in the northern portion

(Vigo, Clay, Sullivan,

and Greene Counties)

is 3 7 . 4 acre s .

The central counties of Knox and Daviess have a combined
mean orchard size of 72 . 7 acres ,
of the region (Gibson,

Posey,

2

and the southern part

and Vanderburgh counties)

has a mean orcha.rd size of 73 acre s .
Only one orchard enterprise in the entire region
has a corporate form of ownership.

A l l other orchards in

the region are individually or family owned enterprises.
The mean length of time which the orchards have been in the
possession of the current owners ' families is 40 . 6 years,
and the median is 46 year s .

Sixty-two per cent of the or-

chardists believe that the ownership and operation of their
orchards will remain in their families after their deaths
or retirements .

S ununary statistics on selected representative

orchards from throughout the region are presented as Appendix III.
1
Most orchard equipment is highly mobile, and the
division of an orchard into two, or even more than two, loca
tions does not create as much difficulty as might be expected.
2

Excluding Dixie orchard Company ' s 1200 acre operation.
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Production techniques are continually changing in
the Lower Wabash Valley.

As previously cited, the use of

dwarf fruit trees is becomming more common .

The number of

dwarf apple trees increased by seventy-eight per cent between the years of 1963 and 1968, while the number of
standard trees declined by twenty-three per cent in the
same period. 1

Eighty-seven per cent of the apple tree

plantings in the last three years have been of the dwarf or
semidwarf type .

Experiments with dwarfing rootstock in

the United States can be traced as far back as one hundred
and fifty years�

2

but dwarf trees did not become popular

with orchardists in the Lower Wabash Valley until the early
1960 ' s .

Largely through the process of trial and error,

the region ' s orchardists narrowed the number of available
dwarfing rootstocks which were adaptable to the conditions
withiiJ'l tle region.

Experimentation with different rootstocks

continues by the orchardists, but the most frequent ly used
and recommended

3

dwarfing rootstock is now the Malling-Merton

1

u. s . , Department of Agriculture, Indiana Apple and
Department of
Peach Tree Survey--1968 (Lafayette , Indiana:
Agricultural Statistics, Purdue University, 1968) , p. 9 .

York:

2
Harold Bradford Tukey, DWarfed Fruit Trees {New
Mac Millan co. , 1964) , p. 1 2 .
3

sy the Purdue University Department o f Horticulture .
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106 rootstock (MM-106 ) .

The MM-106 rootstock is a semidwarfing

as opposed to a full dwarfing rootstock.

It appears to

solve the problem of inadequate anchorage which had limited
the success of dwarf trees in the region.

It is prone t o

early winter freeze injury and i s susceptible t o fungus problems.

The majority of orchardists in the region find the

rootstock acceptable, and it is now widely used. 1
The trend toward dwarf apple trees is motivated by
financial considerations .

The competition from outside the

study region and the increase in material, equipment and
labor costs have forced the orchardist to look for methods
of increasing production while at the same time reducing unit
costs.

The method involving the dense planting of these

smaller trees usually results in heavier production of
fruit per acre.

In addition to more fruit, the smaller

trees represent savings in pruning,
costs.

spraying,

and harvesting

Another s ignificant advantage to the region ' s or-

chardists is the fact that young dwarf apple trees come into
full bearing four to five years earlier than young standard
sized apple varieties .
1

The author was shown an interesting experimental row
of Golden Delicious dwarf apple trees .
The orchardist explained
that these trees were made up of a ) a seedling rootstock b) a
grafted lower trunk from a winter hardy variety c ) a dwarfing
inner stem; M-IX d) the Golden Delicious variety grafted on
Even if successful, the nursery cost
top of the inner stem.
of these trees may be prohibitive .
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E ighty-eight per cent of the orchards in the study
region have refrigerated storage facilities.

The first

Controlled Atmosphere (CA) storage warehouse in the region
was completed in spring,
in the region to date.

1

1973 .

It is the only such facility

More than ninety per cent of the

orchards have grading facilities,

and fifty per cent are

equipped with fruit washing facilities.

Nine per cent of

the orchards have hydro-cooling devices for chilling peaches
before shipment .
As previously stated, no apple or peach processing
plants are located in the Lower Wabash valley.

2

Process ing

plant locations require a large and stable supply of fruit
at acceptable prices .
of these criteria.

At present, the region meets none

An apparent dilenuna exists regarding

the possibility of fruit processing in the region.

A pro-

cessor will not come into the region because of the l imited
supply and relatively high price of fruit in the region.
The orchardists will not increase production and thereby
1

The cost of CA storage facilities is extremely high.
It is doubtful whether any but the very largest producers in
the region will have CA storage in the near future.
controlled
Atmosphere storage allows, for example, the oxygen and carbon
dioxide levels in the storage area to be controlled at the
optimum proportion to improve the length and quality of storage
life of the fruit:
R . B . Duckworth, Fruits and Vegetables
(New York:
Pergamon Press Inc . , 1966 ) , pp. 175-178.
2
As far as the author could determine, there has
never been a fruit process ing plant in the region.
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lower production costs and prices until there is a processor
to whom they can sell the fruit.

Unless the demand for pro-

cessed fruit rises sharply, or unless the large producing
regions in the country for some reason reduce supply,

there

is little probability of fruit process ing becoming established
in the region.

1

A marketing technique commonly known as

"U-Pick

orchards " is employed at fourteen per cent of the region ' s
orchards .

The technique consists of allowing the customer

into the orchard to pick his own fruit from the tree.

�hose

orchardists who operate U-Pick operations are almost unanimous
in their praise of the idea.

The technique has widespread

consumer appeal and reduces the labor costs of the orchardist
at harvest time.
this manner.

Both apples and peaches are marketed in

Surprisingly,

the practice of U-Pick orcharding

has not increased in recent years .

At present there is no

discernible pattern in the location of U-Pick operations .
Essentially, no correlation exists between orchard size or
age and the use of this marketing technique.
1

These orchards

The author inquired into the feasibility of utilizing
one of the tomato processing plants in, and nearby, the region
The
for process ing apples during the off-season of tomatoes .
response received was to the effect that outside regions could
ship apples for processing into the region at a lower price
than could be offered by the local producers; so much for
economies of scale!
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are not concentrated in any one portion of the study region,
nor do they exhibit s imilarity of location in relation to
the larger cities of the region.

U-Pick orchards are

frequent ly located on maj or highways, but there are numerous
exceptions located on secondary roads at a distance of
several miles from the nearest highway.

The random dis

tribution of U-Pick operations suggests that the location
of this type of marketing technique may be simply a fwiction
of preference for the technique by individual orchardists.
The reasons given by orchardists for their reluctance to
employ this

marketing

technique vary.

drawback, the orchardists maintain,

The most s ignificant

is that an orchard must

be designed to accommodate this type of operation.

Other

orchardists reason that their location is too far removed
from maj or highways or large urban markets to attract a suf
ficient number of customers to j us tify the expense of re
designing their orchards .

Most of the orchardists who do not

now operate a U-Pick facility say that if they were to estab
l ish a new orchard they would incorporate this marketing
technique.
U-Pick orcharding, high density tree planting, new
varieties and .new production techniques are but a few examples
of innovation in the orcharding industry of the study

region .
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Indeed, the ''winds of change " have increased to storm velocity
in the past ten years .

In the wake of this change , the or-

charding industry of the Lower Wabash Valley is today far
different from what it was ten years ago.
region ' s orchards are gone, and

many

One-half of the

of the remaining or-

chardists are very uncertain concerning the future of the
industry in their region.
The questions arise, are the orchards which have
survived

this disruption of the region ' s orchard industry

any different from those orchards which failed?

Are there

successful orchards which have adapted to the changed conditions,

or will the attrition of orchards continue until

commercial orcharding ceases to exist in the region?

In

summary, does a pattern of successful orcharding in the
region exist?
The answer is yes, there are many successful orchards
operating in the Lower Wabash Valley. 1

1

Indeed, the majority

The
"Successful " is a highly subj ective term.
author did not have, nor desire to have, access to any
financial statements, income figures , or other obj ective
data on which to quantify the term 11successfu l . " The use
of the term thus reflects the author ' s bias and j udgment.
Among the criteria employed as "c lues " in aiding the author ' s
j udgment were:
age and condition of equipment, maintenance
of orchard and packing shed, appearance of orchardist ' s
house and automobile, ratio of young t o old trees, and many
other factors .
Cons idered alone, each of these indicators
remains highly subjective , but cons idered in toto, they
provide a reasonable measure of objectivity in evaluation.
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of those orchards which survive in the region today are
successful, to a greater or lesser degree.

The 1975 and

1980 editions of the u. s . Census of Agriculture will ul
timately reflect how successful these orchards are .

How

'
ever, the author believes that the high rate of attrition
of orchards in the region will be s ignificantly reduced
in the near future.

By definition,

the very existence of

these orchards and their geographical location provides a
pattern of successful orcharding .

A meaningful pattern,

however, would necessarily identify the factors responsible
for the success of these orchards and not merely the loca
tion of these orchards .

The problem becomes one of isolating

those factors which the successful orchards have in common.
Successful orchards are found in all areas of the
Lower Wabash Valley.

No s ingle portion of the region con

tains a significantly disproportionate share of the region ' s
successful orchards .

These orchards are found in a variety

of upland topographic locations .

No single, or group of,

soil series or types of soils are shared in common by all
of the successful orchards .

There is diversity in orchard

soil characteristics, even within each area of the study
region.
Is the factor of orchard size s ignificant in
affecting the success of an orchard?

After a l l , the orchards
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which have ceased operation in recent years have been, for
the most part,

small orchards.

distinct economic advantages.

Large orchards enjoy several
These advantages are often

referred to as "the economies of scale . "

The large orchard

'

producer can utilize equipment and techniques which are not
feasible for the small orchard producer to employ.

The net

result of the economies of scale is to reduce the unit costs
of production and thereby allow the large orchard producer
to reduce his prices ,

increase his profits, or both.

1

In

addition, the large orchard producer is freer to experiment
with new varieties and new orcharding techniques.
orchard, with its large fruit production,

can set aside a

few acres each year for experimentation purposes .
experiment is not successful,
is not seriously reduced.

A large

2

If the

the gross orchard production

on the other hand, the small or-

chard producer with l imited acreage available for production
·.
per unit of production
of c urse, the overhe� cos
are reduced.
The gross operating expenses are enormous how
ever.
For example, the Dixie Company rents 200 colonies of
bees each spring for apple tree pollination (nearly all var
ieties of peach trees are self-fruitful } .
The rental fee is
$ 7 . 00 per colony per week .
Thus, the company spends a mini
mwn of $ 140 . 00 per year (more if wind or rains require keeping
the colonies longer} on bees!
. 'i

�

2

�

d

��

For example, the Dixie Orchard Company was se lected
as a test site for Prima, a new apple variety developed by
Purdue University, Rutgers University, and the University of
Valley
I l l inois.
These trees are not yet of bearing age:
Advance (publication of Vincennes university, January 2 7 , 197 0 } .
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is reluctant to devote any of this acreage to experimentation.
In the case of the small orchard producer, an experiment
which fails would represent a significant portion of the
orchardist ' s gross production.

Thus, the larger orchards

tend to be more innovative than the smaller orchards .

The

large orchards pay the costs of experimentation and are compensated by being the first to enj oy any improvements which
may result from this experimentation.

However, many small

successful orchards are found in the region as wel l .

Closer

examination of the factor of orchard size, which could be
interpreted as either a cause or an effect of success , does
not reveal a clear pattern of how s ize relates to successful
orcharding.
By the construction of scatter plots with regression
lines and by the application of a deviation formula for
correlation,

it is possible to analyze how the factor of

orchard size relates to other factors which may, or may not,
influence the success of an orchard.

The correlation formula

used is

where:
X
Y
x

=
=
=

orchard size { in acres)
factor paired with X
deviation from X (aritlunetic means of X)
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y

=

r

=

deviation of the paired factor from ? ( arithmetic
mean of Y)
coefficient of correlation

Applying this analysis to the factors of orchard size and
the number of years which the orchard has been
present
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it is apparent that the larger orchards are neither particularly
old or new in the sense of family

ownership.

The medium size

orchards of between forty to eighty acres show the greatest
deviAtion from the mean ( thirty-seven years ) .

By the same

token, the larger orchards do not have a larger percentage
of young apple trees

1

than the small orchards ( B) .

They are

1
Apple trees were selected for use in the analysis be
cause they are grown throughout the region.
The use of peach
trees in the analysis would, of necessity, exclude the orchards
in the northern portion of the region.
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not particularly "old" or "young " in this sense.
youngest,

The

i . e . largest percentage of young apple trees ,

orchards are several medium size orchards of between forty
and eighty acre s .
(B )

X
Y

=

=

orchard size ( in acres)
percentage of young apple trees ( 8 years
old or younger)
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The large orchards are a l l located on or very near to heavy
duty highways ( C ) .

However, most of the smaller orchards in

the region share this characteristic as wel l .

It is only

the medium size orchards of between forty to eighty acres
which are located away from main h ighways .
(C )

X
Y

=
=

orchard size ( in acres)
distance from heavy duty highway ( in miles)
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Not surprisingly, the larger orchards dispose of a smaller
percentage of their apple crop by retail sales at the orchard
(D ) .

What is surpris ing in the comparison of orchard retailing

and orchard size is the fact that several of the medium size
orchards tend to retail ninety per cent and more of the apple
crop at the orchard.

(D )

X
Y

=
=

size o f orchard ( in acres)
percentage of apple crop retailed at orchard
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a comparison of orchard size and the distance from

the orchards to the three largest cities in the region (Terre
Haute, Vinceimes,

and Evansville) reveals the fact that a l l

large orchards and most medium size orchards are located at
less than the mean distance ( 12 . 5 miles}
the largest cities .

(E }

X
Y

=
=

of all orchards from

1

size of orchard ( in acres}
distance from three largest cities in the
region ( in miles } and (Bloomington for eastern
Greene County orchards)

1The orchards in eastern Greene county are actually
nearer to Bloomington.
The location of these orchards on the
is
scatter plot
thus calculated on the basis of their distance
from B loomington rather than from any of the three largest cities
in the region.
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Correlations do not prove a causative relationship.
Certainly the small value of the coefficients of correlation
( - . 698 maximum)

in the above comparisons involving orchard

size are not satisfactory in revealing the locational advantages enj oyed by the larger orchards.

Should this be

interpreted as meaning that locational factors are not important in orchard success ?
one cannot deny the significance o f locational factors
in influencing orcharding success ; no matter if the significance is difficult to demonstrate or to "prove . "
advancement has improved the transportation,

Technological

flavor and color,

storage life, and general quality of fruit in the United States .
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Developments in the fruit industry occurring anywhere in the
country find their way into the Lower Wabash Valley in a very
brief period of time through the medium of competition.
Sharpened competition has tended to increase the importance
of locational factors in the study region.

The production

margin of a few bushels per acre more or less is no longer
available to the region ' s orchardists.

1

This type of com-

petitive pressure creates the s ituation in which the orchardist,
regardless of how astute a businessman and horticulturalist
he may be, cannot operate profitably under marginal locational
conditions.

Thus, no orchards today are located on the most

troublesome soils in the region: no peach orchards are found
in topographical locations which have seriously inadequate
air drainage, etc.

Locational factors are not only significant

in affecting orchard success, these factors are becoming more
important as time passes and competition from outside the region increase s .
It i s difficult to separate the factors influencing
orchard success which are locational , and hence geographic,
1Mr. Robert Byers of the D ixie Orchard Company told
the author that the "rule of thwnb " figure for profitable peach
production has risen very rapidly in recent years .
The figure
was 180 bushels per acre five years ago, and it now requires
over 200 bushels of peaches per acre to show a prof it in the
region. Mr
Byers said that he expects the figure to continue
to climb.
•.
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from those factors which are purely economic in nature .
are inexorably intertwined.
each other.

They support,

Economic considerations,

require an adequate locational base.

They

limit, and reinforce

in order to be effective,
An adequate locational

base · will not insure orchard success if economic considera
tions are ignored or poorly executed.

Locational factors and

economic considerations may both be though of as "necessary
but not sufficient " factors to guarantee a successful orchard.
Examples of economic factors or considerations which
encourage successful orcharding in the Lower Wabash Valley
include consumer preference for locally grown fruit,

large

and attractive retail stores at the orchard, and extensive
advertis ing on radio and in newspapers .

one cannot attest

to the weight which economic considerations such as these
have in the success of the orchardists who employ them.
The author does not intend to convey the idea that there is
a causative relationship between the use of such economic
considerations and managing a successful orchard.

On the

other hand, the orchardists who employ these and other
economic devices to stimulate business have the most pros
perous appearing orchards in the region.
other purely economic factors are negative in their
influence on orchard success.

The major economic force which

has a depressing effect on orcharding in the study region is
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the economic pressure toward alternative land use.

Many of

the orchards which have ceased to operate in recent years
are now devoted to row crops.

However,

the better orchard

s i tes do not possess the phys ical characteristics which
would persuade the owner to convert the land into a nonorchard agricultural use.

More important are the pressures

placed on many orchards to utilize the land for non-agricultural
purposes.

several orchards in the region now represent

enclaves of agriculture surroW'lded by residential development.
In summary,

it is not possible to determine whether

locational factors are more or less important than purely
economic factors in creating the pattern of successful orcharding within the study region.

Indeed, to separate these

factors is often to obscure the reasons for orchard success.
Just as it would represent an act of folly for an orchardist
to purchase the latest expensive equipment for use in an orchard which is plagued by poor soil drainage, so too would
an orchard in the optimum physical location fail if the orchardist was not cognizant of the economic realities extant
in the region.
1

The most recent example of an orchard falling to an
alternative land use in this part of the state was a thirty
acre apple orchard in adjacent Pike CoW'lty.
The orchard has
Let
been sold as a site for a new consolidated high school :
ter from Mr . William c. Robinson, Pike CoW'lty Extension Co
ordinator, Petersburg, Indiana, dated July 1 1 , 197 3 .

1
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Observation of the orchards of the Lower Wabash
Valley has made it c lear to the author that an understanding of why an orchard fails or succeeds must take into
account various intangible factors .

The factors of location

and the factors wholly related to purely economic considerations are important, and yet they appear to be limiting or
encouraging factors , certainly not determining factors in
orchard success or failure .

1

If there is one factor which the successful orchardists
share,

it is an attitude these orchardists have about the

orcharding industry and about their own orchards .

Most of

these orchardists have banded together to form the only orchard-related organization in the region.

This organization,

the Wabash Valley Fruit Growers Counci l , includes orchards
1
More than one orchardist has expressed to the author
the opinion that the orchard acreage which he purchased in
the expansion of his own operation is superior to the orchard
upon which he started.
on the other hand, a man named John
Napier Dyer became something of a legend in Knox County or
charding by virtue of his innovative marketing techniques.
In 193 1 , Mr. Dyer operated an orchard farm of 550 acre s .
This was the largest orcharding operation in the Lower Wabash
Valley at this time.
The orchard contained 1 2 5 acres of
peaches , 250 acres of apples, 32 acres of cherries, 15 acres
of tomatoes , and 1 5 acres of small fruits, mostly blueberries
The remainder of the orchard farm was planted
and raspberries.
in sweet potatoes (Vincennes Sun-Commercial, July 1 2 , 193 1 ) .
Mr . Dyer operated the first U-Pick orchard in the entire re
gion and travelled extensively throughout the area to find
new outlets for the sale of his produce .
He is remembered as
always being the nfirst to adopt the latest techniques " in or
charding.
His orchard went out of business in the early 19SO ' s .
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from areas we l l outside the Lower Wabash valley.

1

However,

the members of this organization from the study region are
virtually all among those orchards which the author deems
successful.

The organization is represented in the study

region by several of the region ' s smallest orchards as well
as the region ' s very largest producer.

The organization

engages in no cooperative economic endeavors such as marketing or storage.

Rather,

the organization concerns itself

with the voluntary free exchange of information and ideas .
The organization meets regularly, and its members correspond
frequently.
The fact that most of the successful orchardists in
the Lower Wabash Valley belong to an organization is not,
itself,

s ignificant .

in

certainly no causative relationship

between orchard success or failure is based on membership
in a voluntary non-economic organization.

What is s ignificant

is the fact that these orchardists share an attitude which
is conducive to success in the orcharding industry.

The

membership of these orchardists in the organization is irrelevent ; perhaps a coincidence .
What is not irrelevent is the fact that these orchardists
share several characteristics in conunon.
1

They are, with few

The membership includes orchardists from the Indianapolis
and Louisville, Kentucky, areas .
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exceptions,

"full-time " orchardists .

They do not engage in

non-orchard agriculture, except for the growing of vegetables
and sma l l fruits for their retail outlets.
them have orchard stores .

Also,

�

Nearly a l l of

rather remarkable per-

centage of them have received a c o llege level education in
horticulture or some other aspect of agriculture.

1

These individuals cushion the impact of the technological
changes which are regularly occurring in the industry.

They

realize that it is no longer acceptable to ignore these technological advances until the results of the advances appear
in the market place.

The Lower Wabash Valley, although a

small producing region,

is not a backward orcharding region

in terms of staying abreast of new developments in the . . industry.

The successful orchardists within the region re-

present a channel via which the infusion of new ideas into
the region takes place.

If the phys ical environmental base

of the region is adequately supportive, these regional
leaders of the industry will help to prohibit or retard the
further occurance of future shock in the orcharding industry
of the Lower Wabash valley.

The author is of the opinion

that the region ' s orchardists have never before had the
1

Nearly fifty per cent of them are graduates of Purdue
University ' s Department of Horticulture.
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opportunity to share anything comparable to the present pool
of expertise in the affairs of the orcharding industry.

1

The majority 0£ the orchardists of the Lower Wabash
Val ley today are surprisingly confident considering the
Census of Agriculture data which,
future,

i f projected into the

indicates many of the orchards will fail in the near

future.

Of equal surprise are the ways in which these or-

chardists perceive their problems .

Although they are wel l

aware o f the physical and purely economic limitations o f
the region, their concerns reflect other types o f problems
in the operation of their orchard enterprises.
16 . )

(See Figure

The orchardists perceive their main problems to in-

e lude such things as government regulations ,
and high taxation.
1

labor costs,

The orchardists cons ider these problems

It is interesting to note that the free exchange
of ideas and information would l ikely not occur were it not
for the fact that the region ' s orcharding industry is con
tracting and not expanding.
As stated earlier, the orchardists
in the region are not normally in direct competition with
each other so much as they are in competition with outside
producing areas.
Perhaps this fact rather than altruistic
motivation explains this spirit of cooperation among the
region ' s orchardists .
Regardless o f the motivation involved,
the author found it an unsettling experience to hear so many
individuals in the same business speak so highly of each
other!
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FIGURE 16

RANK ORDER OF MAJOR ORCHARDING PROBLEMS AS C ITED
BY LOWER WABASH VALLEY ORCHARDISTS*

Problem

Mean Response

"Winter kil l "

3.8

Spring frost damage

4.2

Government regulations ( OSHA,

etc. )

4.3

Labor costs or poor labor productivity

4.7

Labor shortage

5.2

Fungus damage

6.2

Marketing and transportation difficulties

6.6

Spraying costs

7.0

Real estate taxes

7.0

Insect damage

7.7

Inadequate "air drai.nage "

9.3

F luctuating market price for fruit

9.3

Soil erosion

*Result of survey questionnaire.

10 . 3
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to be as severe as those problems posed by the phys ical
environment .

1

It would be unfair to interpret the concern of the
region ' s orchardistsas reflecting a desire on their part to
manage "rural sweatshops . "

They are, however, deeply con-

cerned over the unrestricted extension of the minimum wage
laws into agriculture.

They do perceive government as

"meddling " unfairly in their affairs.

2

The orchardists are

unanimous in their obj ections to certain provisions of the
occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 .

3

l
The fact that the physical environment is difficult
to alter may bias the orchardist ' s perception of his own pro
blems .
The orchardist may feel a greater concern over problems
which appear more easily rectified.
Environmental difficulties
may thus be perceived as creating somewhat less of a problem
than, in fact, these difficulties do create.
2

For example, the orchardists were quick to condemn
the actions of a Vanderburgh Country environmental protection
agency for threating with court action an orchardist who em
ployed smudge pots to combat the April, 1973 late spring frost
The agency c ited the orchardist for
in the Evansville area.
Evansville
air pollution resulting from the smudge pots .
courier, April 10, 197 3 .
3Among the provisions is the quarantine of the orchard
for five days after the application of several commonly used
pesticides .
The orchardists argue that the spray schedules
which they must fol low allow only six or seven days after the
application of these pesticides until they must either re-spray
or spray some other needed chemica l .
If the weather precludes
spraying at the end of the five day quarantine, the orchardists
are convinced that this delay will nullify the effectiveness of
their entire spraying program.
A minor source of irritation is
the provisions of the Act which require the orchardists to keep
a prominently displayed "score board " of dates and sprays used
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The orchardists in the region realize that other
orchardists in the United States must also abide by the
same laws and regulations to which they are subj ect.
are not against these laws in princ iple.

They

The orchardists

in the region are in agreement, however, that these laws
'

and regulations work to their disadvantage vis -a-vis the
very large producer.

The volume of production of the very

large producer enables that producer to tolerate,

i. e.

absorb, the increased labor costs created by these regulations
and yet retain low unit costs of production.

The orchardists

in the region also fear that even if every producer ' s price
is increased equally, the net result will be detrimental
to them.

This fear is based on the fact that if fruit prices

increase sharply,

fruit will change from being a staple item

for consumers to become a specialty item, for use only during
holidays for example.

1

The orchardists insist that fruit

in the orchard, in English and in Spanish.
Many orchardists
insist that s ince they have never met a Spanish speaking per
son, and since strangers are expressly forbidden trespass in
their orchards , that they should be excluded from this linguistic
proviso of the Act.
1

This concept was expressed in several responses to
the orchard survey questionnaire.
A sample of the questionnaire
is presented as Appendix IV.
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prices must be held down so that the consumer will not adopt
lower priced substitutes for fresh fruit.

1

1
statistics indicate that the annual per capita con
sumption of fresh apples in the u. s . has declined by thirteen
The con
pounds ( forty-three per cent ) s ince World war II .
sumption figure has stabilized in recent years at seventeen
pounds per capita.
u . S o Department of Commerce, Statistical
Abstract of the United States--1973 .

CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS

To sununar ize, the present pattern of orcharding in
the Lower Wabash valley is not easily interpreted.

The

pattern can be understood only if a wide range of factors
are considered.

Locational factors involving the physical

geography and relative location of an orchard are very
s ignificant,

although each of the orchards which are found

in the region today apparently has individual locational
advantages .

It is not possible to operate a profitable

orchard in the region with an inadequate locational base.
Those orchards which had one or more severe locational dis
advantages have already ceased operations .

The statement

does not imply that the surviving orchards are "equal " in
their locational advantages.

Rather the statement implies

that the past attrition of orchards in the region has es
tablished a hypothetical set of minimum standards of
locational advantage required for profitable orcharding..

It

is not possible to define these minimum standards with any
precision.

It is possible to state with confidence that no
108
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surviving orchard in the region is located on the poorest
soils or in a topographic setting which is inappropriate
as an orchard site for air and water drainage.

No orchard

is so remote that retail sales at the orchard are not
feasible if the orchardist chooses to market his fruit in
this manner.
The minimum acceptable locat ional standards for
profitable orchard operation are not static and are l ikely
to be raised higher when competition from outside the re
gion and other purely economic factors place more exacting
requirements on the profitability of orcharding within the
region.

Economic factors include not only general economic

cons iderations such as outs ide competition, but other con
siderations including, for example,

the business acumen of

the orchardist and the pressure for alternative land use.
The economic trend of orcharding in the study region today
is one of increased emphasis on retail marketing at the
orchard.

These orchard sales are conducted in facilities

which range in size from simple roadside stands to elaborate
orchard store s .

Successful retail ing o f fresh fruit at the

orchard has become the economic mainstay of the orcharding
industry of the study region.

U-Pick orcharding operations

appear to be highly successful in the region, but the concept
has been adopted by relatively few ( fourteen per cent)
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orchardists in the Lower Wabash Valley.

The orcharding

industry suffers somewhat by the purchasing practices of .the
large _ supermarkets in the region.

Many large chain stores

are not allowed to purchase fruit locally.

The fruit which

these grocery store chains sell is purchased through con
tracts with orchards in the major producing areas elsewhere
in the country.

The effect which this trend has on the in

dustry is to reduce a moderately significant source of fruit
sales open to the orchardists of the region.
In addition to locational and economic considerations,
an intangible factor of attitude is s ignificant in under
standing the pattern of successful orcharding in the region.
Again, this factor is difficult to isolate and define.
general,

In

the successful orchardists of the region share cer-

tain attitudinal characteristic s .

Among these characteristics

is the willingness to adopt promising new techniques whenever
these techniques are feasible for the individual orchardist ' s
operation.

There is widespred dissemination and free exchange

of ideas and information among the interested orchardists of
the region.

The factor of attitude ,

fully define and plot in space,

although impossible to

is apparently of maj or importance

in the pattern of successful orcharding in the study region.
The author is aware of the dangers inherent in
speculating on the future.

However ,

the temptation remains
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irresistible.

There are three likely alternative directions

in which the orcharding industry of the Lower Wabash valley
can move in the future.
One obvious alternative is that the industry remains
basically unchanged from what it is today.
the likel ihood of this alternative.
shows no s ign of decelerating.

The author rejects

The competitive s ituation

Greater competition is almost

certain to reduce the profit margin on a bushel of fruit .
If this assumption is valid, the future orchardist in the
study region will have to market a larger quantity of fruit
than the small . (ten to twenty acre$) orchards in the region
are capable of produc ing.
they will,

If the small orchards remain,

of necessity, come to represent part-time occupa

tions for their owners.

At present there are very few part

time orchardists in the region.

The rate of failure for

part-time orchards has been demonstrated repeatedly in the
pas t .

The small orchards in the region today are not part

time, rather they are a full-time occupation for the orchardist
who provides most of the labor input hims e l f .

In the future

if the orchardist wishes to keep the orchard and yet work in
some other occupation, he will have to hire additional labor.
This is not profitable in small orchards toda� even with the
current prof it margin on fruit.

If the small orchard is

located near a larger orchard, consol idation is possible.

If
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the orchard is isolated from other orchards ,

it will l ikely

be converted to some alternative land use.
The future of orcharding in the region could bring
the movement toward corporate orcharding.

Corporate farming

is often discussed as a future trend in all of agriculture,
and many of the same principles could apply to orcharding.
The one current example of corporate orcharding in the region,
the Dixie Orchard Company of Vincennes ,
operation.

is a highly successful

There are many advantages to a corporate structure

as applied to orcharding .

In addition to the obvious advantage

of a corporation ' s ability to raise capital, the concept of
the limited investment by a large number of individuals is
well suited to the orchard industry.

Although the investors

are not happy when the peach crop fails,

they are not as

economically vulnerable to the wide annual fluctuations in
production as the s ingle owner of a large orchard.

The nature

of corporate tax laws in the s ituation of uneven income is
an advantage over the private personal income tax.

If the

individual orchardist fails to harvest a crop, he pays no
income tax.

He cannot spread his actual loss of money to

reduce the tax he pays on other income such as a corporation
may do.

In most cases, he has no other income.

An obvious

advantage accruing from the corporation ' s relative ease in
rais ing capital is that the orchard can be larger than would
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be practical for an individual to establish.

It is impossible

to overemphas ize the importance of the economies of scale which
result from a large orchard.

Indeed,

it is likely that the

small size of Lower Wabash Valley orchards was responsible
for the . decline which has characterized the industry for the
last one hundred years .

How the economies of scale affect

the orcharding industry requires no discuss ion at this point
except to say that the ultimate benefit of these economies
is reduced unit costs of production.
resulting from large size.

There are other benefits

The scale of operations in a large

orchard enables the orchardist to experiment and try new ideas
without sacrificing a s ignificant percentage of potential proA large orchard will also have the equipment and

auction .
the

manpower

necessary to conduct experimentation.

Thus,

it is not surprising that the Dixie orchard Company is probably the most innovative of the Lower Wabash Valley orchards .
However, the return on investments in the region ' s
orcharding industry is currently too low to interest any
large corporation s .

The investment which would be required

would be very large indeed.

The cost of establishing a

bearing orchard in the region is now estimated at approximately
one thousand and five hundred dollars { $ 1 , 5 0 0 . 0 0 ) per acre
per year.

1

When one realizes that an orchard is not fully

Interview with Mr . Robert Fuller, Area Extension
Agent--Horticulture, Cooperative Extension service, State
1
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productive until it is approximately seven or eight years
old, the magnitude of the investment is appr eciated.

Also,

the large investment in creating a new orchard represents
a long term conunitment to produce only the type of fruit
which is planted as young tree s .

Compare this lack of

mobility with corporate grain farming:

as prices and demand

for various grains change, the corporate farm can respond
to the changed conditions in a single year.

To change pro-

duction from corn, to soybeans, to wheat is a relatively
s imply procedure.

Corporate orcharding, on the other hand,

forces the corporation to " lock in " to production of a
limited number of fruits for a long period of time in order
to recoup the corporation ' s initial investment.

If supply

or demand fluctuations alter the current profit levels in
the region ' s orcha.rding industry,

it is likely that corporate

orcharding would become more important in the region.

How-

ever, there are no indications of this happening, and thus
the author rejects the likelihood of corporate orcharding as
a future alternative for orcharding in the Lower Wabash Valley.

of Indiana,
costs, see:
What Are M.Y
(Lafayette,
University,

Terre Haute, Indiana.
For a breakdown of these
J. T . Porter, R . c . Sutler and G . w . Hussey,
costs of Growing, Harvesting and Storing Appl e s?
Indiana:
cooperative Extension Service, Purdue
)
1963 .
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The third, and in the author 's opinion most likely,
alternative is for the medium size, privately owned orchards
to become the dominant orchard type in the region.

This

j udgment is based on three assu�pt ions, the second and
third having been discussed above.

The first assumption is

that local demand for fresh, tree ripened apples and peaches
will continue.

The locally grown fruit has long enj oyed

consumer acceptance, and the author can envisage no reason
why this demand should suddenly

__

decline except in the

event of a serious economic depression, the widespread
adoption of synthetic foods, or some other unforeseeable
cause.

The second assumption is that the small orchards,

operating on tight prof it margins caused by outside com
petition, do not have the capability of producing fruit in
sufficient volume to provide an acceptable income for the
orchardist. Tne. .third assumption is that the investment
required to create a new large orchard, compared with the
return which can reasonably be expected on this investment,
is too great to encourage corporations from entering the
orcharding industry of the study region.

If each of

the three assumptions is correct, the only possible alter
native is for the medium size orchards to continue in operation.
Actually, there is evidence that today these medium ( sixty
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to one hundred acres)

siz·e orchards are doing quite wel l .

The investment and overhead expenses are generally within
the range of individual private ownership.

These orchards

do not face the problem of profitably disposing, by whole
sale, of huge quantities of fruit in the face of ever in
creasing outside competition.

On the other hand, they do

produce enough fruit to provide an acceptable income for
the orchardist.

This income is derived mainly from retail

sales of fresh fruit in the region.

The retail price pro

vides the largest profit margin of any marketing options
available to the orchardist.

These orchards are not large

enough to be forced to enter into competition with the large
producing areas of the country (and wise enough . not to try? ) .
However , they are large enough to utilize those technological
advances which are necessary to provide a high quality of
fruit at acceptable retail price level s .

These medium size

orchards can expand in an orderly £ashion as the orchardist
increases his retail sales.

In summary,

the author foresees

the continued prosperity of medium size orchards which em
phas ize retail as opposed to wholesale sales.
one final factor deserves consideration.

This factor

is a function of the changing sociological values of American
society.

It was noted earlier that s ixty-two per cent of the

region ' s orchardists believe that their orchard will continue
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in operation by a member of their £amily after the orchardist
retire s .

A very common complaint made by orchardists in the

region is the fact that the orchardist ' s sons are not inter
ested in managing the orchard.

It appears that the hard

work, modest income and lack of mobi lity associated with or
charding discourages yowig people from entering the occupation.
If this s ituation is as prevalent as many of the orchardists
claim that it is, commercial orcharding in the Lower Wabash
Valley may die of ''benign neglect " in the future .
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APPENDIX I

DESCRIPTIONS OF THE SOIL SERIES
WHICH OCCUPY THE LARGEST PROPORTIONS OF ORCHARD IAND
IN

THE LOWER WABASH VALLEY

Descript ions furnished by the United States Department of
Agriculture Soil Conservation Service in cooperation with
Purdue University Agricultural Experiment Station.

consists of deep, wel l drained soils that
PR!NCETON SER!ES
have a medium or moderately coarse textured surface layer and
medium or moderately fine textured subsoil.
They developed in
windblown fine sands and a minor amount of s i l t .
These nearly
level to steep soils occupy mainly dune shaped ridges and knolls
in the uplands .
The native vegetation was mainly mixed hand
wood forests .
Princeton soils are low in organic matter and
have a mediwn to high available moisture capac ity.
They have
Occurs as
moderate permeability and runoff is s low to rapid.
fine sandy loan or loam.
--

BLOOMFIELD SERIES -- consists of deep, somewhat excessively drained
soils that have a coarse textured s urface layer and subsoil .
These gently s loping to steep soils developed in wind and water
The native
deposited sand on both terrace and upland positions .
vegetation was mainly mixed hardwood trees.
Bloomfield soils
are low in organic matter and have a low available moisture
They have moderately rapid to rapid permeability and
capac ity.
runoff is slow to medium.
Occurs as fine sand or loamy fine sand.
ALFORD SERIES -- consists of deep, well drained soils that have
a medium textured surface layer and moderately fine textured
subsoil.
These nearly level to very steep soils developed in
deep loess (wind-blown silt ) depos its and occupy upland areas
in the landscape.
The material below the loess ranges from t i l l
to material weathered from interbedded sandstone, siltstone and
shale.
The native vegetation was mainly mixed hardwood tree s .
Alford soils are ·low in organic matter and have a high available
They have moderate permeability and runoff is
moisture capacity.
slow to very rapid.
occurs as silt loam.
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REESVILLE SERIES -- consists of deep, somewhat poorly drained
soils that have a medium textured surface layer and a moderately
fine textured subsoil.
These nearly level and gently s loping
soils developed in loess (wind-bl own silt) and occupy upland
areas .
They are underlain with glacial till at depths greater
than six feet.
The native vegetation was mainly mixed hardwood
trees .
Reesville soils are low in organic matter and have a
high available moisture capacity.
They have slow permeability
and runoff is slow.
Occurs as silt loam.
IONA SERIES -- consists of deep, moderately wel l drained soils
that have a medium textured surface layer and moderately fine
textured subsoil.
These nearly level and gently s loping soils
developed in loess ( wind-blown silts) and occupy areas in the
uplands .
The native vegetation was mainly mixed hardwood trees .
Iona soils are low in organic matter and have a high available
They have moderately s low permeability and
moisture capacity.
runoff is slow or medium.
occurs as silt loam.
AYRSHIRE SERIES -- consists of deep, s0mewhat poorly drained
soils that have a medium or moderately coarse textured surf ace
layer and moderately fine textured subsoi l .
These nearly level
soils developed in fine wind blown sands and some silt in the
uplands .
The native vegetation was mainly mixed hardwood trees .
Ayrshire soils are medium or low i.n organic matter and have a
high available moisture capacity.
They have a moderately s low
permeability and runoff is very slow or s low.
occurs as fine
sandy loam.
IVA SERIES -- consists of deep, somewhat poorly drained soils that
have a medium textured surface layer and moderately fine textured
subsoil.
These nearly level and gently s loping soils developed
in more than six feet of loess (wind-blown silts) and occupy up
land areas in the landscape.
The native vegetation was mainly
mixed hardwood tree s .
Iva soils are low in organic matter and
They have slow per
have a high available moisture capacity.
meability and runoff is slow.
Occurs as s ilt loam.
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APPENDIX II
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF LEADING PEACH VARIETIES
IN

THE LOWER WABASH VALLEY IN RANKING ORDER

Description furnished by the Department of Horticulture,
Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana.

Redhaven

Yellow freestone; the standard of commercial
varieties with respect to hardiness .
Most
widely planted variety in Indiana.
Attractive
red overcolor; round shape ; sets very heavily;
must be thinned early to obtain satisfactory
size; quality excellent; in demand for canning,
freezing, pickling or fresh; non-browning ; ships
well.

Redskin

Yellow freestone; medium to large size attractive
fruit with good red overcolor; fruit tends to
be raised at the suture producing a distinctive
but not objectionable shape; sets good crops ;
needs heavy thinning early; fruit firm; ships
wel l ; excellent for canning and freezing; mod
erately hardy; recommended as a commercial
variety where hardiness is not a prime factor;
tree vigorous and spreading with brittle wood.
Not as hardy as Madison or Cresthaven.

Richhaven

Yellow freestone; large, round attractive fruit ;
bright red over yellow background; flavor good;
texture tends to be coarse when fruit is large .
Tends to soften at the sutur e ; produces buttons
in years of poor pollination.
Tree moderately
vigorous ; moderate bud set; not hardy; not as
much thinning as Redhaven.
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Glohaven

Yellow freestone.
Large; very attractive, round,
firm fruit of excellent quality.
Considerable
red round pit; desirable for freez ing ; red blends
into j u ice in cold pack canning, but is attractive ;
almost too large for canning.
Moderately hardy .

Loring

Ye llow freestone; large, attractive, s l ight ovate
fruit; excellent red overcolor, good yellow
undercolor; gives high per cent pack out when
well grown; sizes wel l ; hangs wel l ; very bud
tender.
Suggested only for southern Indiana
and then only on the best sites.
A proven
money maker where it can be grown.

Halehaven

Yel low fleshed; semi-freestone ; a bud sport of
Redhaven originating in Canada and ripening ten
days ahead of Redhaven; highly colored ; medium
size; excellent flesh quality for its season;
non-browning.
Promising for a very early peach.

Cresthaven

Ye llow freestone; la:tge-.;.: .round ; attractive, highly
colored peach with: .bright:..yellow . flesh, consider
able_ red at . the pit:;.· . acceptable .fo� canning. when
red in j uice. . satisfactory�. - �oii-.-:-browning; fruit is
firm and holds up well in shipment; large, vigor
ous tree; bud hardy; excellent commercial variety.

Sunhaven

Yellow fleshed freestone; attract ive red over
color; large size; roWld shape; lacks firmness
but when handled carefully at harvest and mar
keted locally, should be satisfactory.

Belle of
Georgia

White freestone; pale color; soft fruit but with
excellent quality for the local retail trade;
hardy.
Suggested for limited planting as a
specialty peach, and where hardiness is a factor.
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APPENDIX III

SELECTED REPRESENTATIVE
LOWER WABASH VALLEY ORCHARDS

Map scale is l to 24, 0 0 0 .

I

\

�o

�
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Acres:
Land form:

I l l inoian Drift - moderately disected

Highest elevation in orchard:
Lowest elevation in orchard:
Local relief:
. Location:

Comments:

573'
565 '

8'

on u. s . Route 41 at Sull ivan/Vig o county line
( Pimento Quad . )
Apples only; retails 90% of crop at roadside market.
Essentially a "one man operation "
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Acre s :

IS

Land form:

Unglaciated Region

Highest elevation in orchard:
Lowest elevation in orchard:
Local relief:

665 '
610 '

55 '

Location:

Southeastern Greene County (Koleen Quad . )

Comment s :

One o f the smallest and most inaccessable (by
road) orchard in the study region.
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A l l orchards indicated, except orchard at le�t center, have
ceased operation since map was made ( 1958) .

Orchard at left
I

center has been in the owner ' s family longer than any other
orchard in the Lower Wabash Valley.
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Acres :

115

Land Form:

Valley Train Erosional Terrace (Dune-covered)

Highest elevation in orchard:
Lowest elevation in orchard:
Local relief:

515 '

470 '

45 '

Location:

At city l imits south of Vincennes (Frichton Quad . )

Comments :

Retails only 10% of apples at farm.
Air drainage
is not very good, cold air is trapped by forest
along roadway valley.

Acres:

190

Land form:

Valley Train Terrace {Dune-covered)

Highest elevation in orchard:
Lowest elevation in orchard:
Local relief:

465 '
445 '

20 '

Location:

Along U. S . Route 41 at Knox/Sul l ivan County l ine
( Oaktown Quad. )

Comments :

Note sand dunes
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Acres:

7 5 (two plots)

Land form:

Drift; severly disected

Highest elevation in orchard:
Lowest elevation in orchard:
Local relief:

565 ' /500 '
535 ' /480 '

3 0 ' /2 0 '

Location:

Southeastern Knox County (Monroe C ity Quad . )

Comment s :

Both orchards are 11 years old.
orchard at
right is a U-Pick operation and is pictured
in Plate 5 (oil well ) .
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Acres:

70

Land form:

I l l inoian Drift; deeply disected

Highest elevation in orchard :
Lowest elevation in orchard:
Local relief:

470 '
400 '

70 '

Location:

East -central Posey County (Wadesville Quad . )

Conunents :

Orchard i s only 6 years old.
Innovative young
orchardist experimenting with tre llising and
irrigation
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APPENDIX IV

SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

1)

Name of orchard

2)

Location

3)

Acreage:

4)

standard Apples

acres

Dwarf Apples

acres

Peaches

acres

Number of tree s ,

age of trees ,

and production:

Please report, in the appropriate sections on the
fol lowing pages, the number of trees by age and
variety, and the total 1972 production by varieties.
Report standard size and dwarf apple trees separately.
If actual counts are not available, please estimate
the number of trees.

NUMBER OF TREES MAINTAINED FOR PRODUCTION ACCORDING TO THE YEAR SET OUT

Standard Size

1972

1970-1

1965-69

1960-64

1950-59

1940-49

1939 &

Total

Apple Trees

1 yr

2-3 yr

4-8 yr

9-13 yr

14-23 yr

24-33 yr

earlier

all age

#

No. of
Total 1972

new trees

prod.

set out

in bu .

1973
-- -

-

Lodi
Rambo
Jonathan
Grimes Golden
Red Delicious
Golden Delicious
Turlev
Rome Beauty
Stavman
Winesap
Other (specify)
Total all
standard
varieties
.......
w
.......

No. of

Dwarf & Semi

1972

1970-71

1965-69

dwarf Apples

1 yr

2-3 yr

4-8 yr

Red Delicious

1960-64
9-13 yr

1950-59

Total

14-23 yr

trees

Total 1972

prod. in bu.

Type of

new trees

rootstock*

set out
1973

I

Golden Delicious

Jonathan

Other (specify)

Total dwarf trees

�

*Please indicate rootstoc

as follows :

Cl - Clark; S-Spur-type delicious; M-VII; M-IX; MM106 , etc.

......
w
N

1972
1 yr

Peaches

1970-1
2-3 yr

1965-69
4-8 yr

1960-64
9-13 yr

1950-59
14-23 yr

1940-49
24-33 yr

Total

#

of trees

Total

1972

prod. in bu.*

No. of
new trees
set out

1973
- - .

-

Redhaven
Richhaven
Nectar (White)
Glohaven
Heath Cling
Loring
Cresthaven
Belle of Geor2ia
Redskin
White Hale
Other (spec

ify)

Total Peaches

*If

1972

crop was lost , please give year and production of last good producing year

.....
w
w
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5)

Of the total apple production reported in Item 4, how
many bushels were:
a)
b)
c)

6)

bu.
bu.
bu.

Of those apples sold for the fresh market ( Item 5 c above) ,
what percentage was sold:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

%
%
%
%
%
100 %

7)

-----

-----

TOTAL

bushels
bushels

Conunon storage
Ref igerated storage

Do you have grading facilites?
___

---

9)

Retail to farm?
Direct to retail outlet?
To conunercial merchants?
To wholesale trade?
other (please specify)

What is the capacity of the storage facilities you now
operate?
a)
b)

8)

Sold for conunercial processing?
used for making cider for sale?
Sold for fresh market?

Yes
No

D o you have fruit washing facilities?
Yes
No

10)

What type of tillage techniques (permanent sod, winter
cover crop, etc . ) do you use:
in your apple acreage?
in your peach acreage?

11)

How would you rank the fol l�wing items on the basis o f the
problem, expense, inconvenience or "headache" which they
cause you in your operation? Put a number 1 next to that
which you consider to be your greatest problem, a number 2
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next to your second greatest problem, and so on down the
list.
Please feel free to add other problems which I have
not l isted.
inadequate "air drainag e "
___ spraying costs
--- soil erosion
--- spring frost damage
"winter kil l "
___ real estate taxes
labor costs or poor labor productivity
labor shortage
insect damage
fungus damage
��- marketing and transportation difficulties
fluctuating market price for fruit
___ government regulations (OSHA, etc . )
other: please specify
�--

12)

How would you rank Southwestern Indiana as an orcharding
area?
excellent

__

good

fair

__

poor

What do you cons ider to be the area ' s main advantages?
What do you consider to be the area ' s main disadvantages?
13)

How long has your orchard been in your family ' s possession?
Do you anticipate a son or daughter running the orchard
after your retirement?

14)

If a friend suggested that he was considering starting a
new orchard in Southwestern Indiana, would you encourage
him to do so, or would you discourage him? Why?

15)

I n your opinion, what would b e required in terms o f money
for someone to enter the orchard business in your area on
a scale necessary to "earn a decent living? " $

_
_
_
_
_
_

With this type of investment, how long do you think it would
take for the new orchardist to begin to "show a profit? "

16)

Do you raise other crops besides apples or peaches?
are they?

What
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17)

What are your labor requirements :
how many permanent
and part-time employees do you hire?
permanent

temporary

family helpers

18)

If sufficient local demand made it possible, would you
prefer to market all of your fruit on the local retail
market?

19)

At the present time, where are most of your apples
marketed?
Where are most of your peaches marketed?

20)

What is your opinion o f the new federal regulations in
volved in OS.HA ( Occupational Safety and Health Act ) as
they affect your orchard operation?

21)

I f you could see into the future, say about twenty years
from now, what changes do you foresee concerning orchard
ing in your area? For example, such things as the role
of dwarf trees, automated harvesting equipment, changes
in cultural techniques, total orchard acreage, size of
individual orchards, improved sprays, "U-Pick" operations,
the introduction of new varieties, frost control, market
ing techniques, etc.
These are merely a few suggestions,
what is really wanted are your opinions and your ideas .
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